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Leadership Application Project (EDC 585)

Action Research (EDC 587) Final Project

Many factors influence

a prospective college student's

final college decision. As

Augshurg College seeks to grow its theatre department, the question of what matters most
to prospective theatre students is especially timely. This project seeks to answer the
question, "'What factors make the largest impact in attracting and matriculating theatre

majors to Augsburg College?"
One-on-one interviews were conducted with current Augsburg theatre students.
These in-depth conversations provided insight into the effectiveness of various recruiting
methods and identified untapped recruitment opportunities. The research confirmed that
the theatre department's early, deliberate, and multi-faceted recruitment strategies

directly impact students' interest in and decision to attend Augsburg College. The author
concludes with recommendations that she anticipates

will

enhance and expand the

recruiting activities of the College, starting with, but extending beyond, the Theatre Arts
Department.
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INTRODUCTION

The landscape of higher education is more competitive now than ever before, with
over 3,700 U.S. colleges alone for prospective students to choose from. Social
psychologists, marketing experts, educators, admissions counselors, sociologists, and
professionals from other countless disciplines have made attempts to understand the

college decision-making process. This process is made more complex in that it is
continuously evolving, as the traits of students change between.generations as well as
between individuals, and as technology, culture, and higher education itself advance.

The commonality among recent findings is that prospective students are not
merely looking for a place to receive an education, but they may also be shopping for the
best-looking carnpus, the most highly ranked program (according to the survey of the

d*y), the most popular option among their peers or family, or the "best deal" in regard to
financial aid. Academic majors, athletic rankings, extracurricular activities, and study
abroad opportunities are just a few of the additional factors a student may consider. For

nearly all students poised on making their college decision, factors such as location,
reputation, price, and peer and parental opinions come into play.

My keen interest in college decision-making stems from my professional
experience at Augsburg College, a small liberal arts college in Minneapolis, Minnesota. I
served as an admissions counselor in the Office of Undergraduate Admission

for nearly

eight years and currently work as a writer/editor in the Office of Marketing and
Communications, where I have a direct role in shaping recruitment literature and web
content. Augsburg College provides an example for research into what leads students to
choose a particular institution over another. To narrow the scope of the research question
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while at the same time seeking to have my research make a lasting impact, I chose to
focus my research on recruitment by Augsburg's Theatre Arts Department.

I

chose the Theatre Arts Department because during my tenure in Admissions, I

worked closely with the department as coordinator of the Performing Arts Schotarship
and as a liaison between Admissions and the fine arts departments. I observed their

recruitment plan in action firsthand. This plan included hosting on-campus events such

as

Drama Day and Scholarship Day, inviting prospective students to attend main stage
productions, and initiating contact with prospective students at several points throughout
their college search via mailings, telephone calls, and e-mails (see Appendix A). Darcey
Engen, assistant professor in the Theater Arts Department, took the lead role in recruiting

for the department, and a small portion of her salary was allocated for her work in this
area. Because of our correlated duties, she and I formed a highly collaborative

relationship. As a result of my relationship with the department, and Darcey taking time

off from her recruiting duties to concentrate on artistic projects, I was recently hired by
the department to serve as director of recruitment on a provisional basis. This new role is
an add-on to my duties as a writer/editor. Because

of my professional connection and my

personal desire to see theatre at Augsburg flourish, the Theatre Arts Department seemed
the togical subject for rny research.

As the College has sought to increase both the quantity and quality of theatre
majors, the question of what matters most to prospective theatre students in their college
search is especially timely. In an effort to better understand what factors play into theatre

students' decisions to attend Augsburg over another institution, I explored the
experiences of current Augsburg theatre students through one-on-one interviews.
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Questions ranged from how students first learned of Augsburg, to the role scholarships
and financial aid played in their decision, to how they rated their Augsburg campus

visit

experience compared to those at other colleges they considered. (See Appendix C for a

list of the questions.) Because of my background in education, admissions, and marketing
and communications,

I approached the research from many worlds, but these worlds

brought my research together. My research sought to more specifically answer the
research question: What factors make the largest impact in attracting and matriculating

theatre majors to Augsburg College?

My hypothesis was that the theatre department's early, deliberate, and multifaceted recruitment strategies directly impact their students' decisions to attend Augsburg
Coltege. In other words, theatre students do not end up at Augsburg randomly or without

effort on the part of the department. Concurrently, the research sought to uncover
possible threats, critiques, and untapped opportunities that need to be addressed to ensure
the program's successful future. The analysis section of this paper discusses the role that
various factors-including personal referrals, the Performing Arts Scholarship, oncampus events, contact by faculty, and college publications-played in these theatre
student's decisions to attend Augsburg College.

The purpose of my research was threefold. The first purpose was to assess the
factors that had the rnost significant impact on these theatre students' decision to attend

Augsburg, so that the department will continue to employ and hone these strategies; to
eliminate ineffective practices in order to reinvest in strategies that work; and to provide a

list of recommendations that can have an immediate and long-term positive affect upon
the Theatre Arts Department. When theatre students who come to Augsburg abandon the
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department to other majors and activities, they are not sustaining the department.

Therefore, my secondary purpose was to determine what led these theatre students, once
they were at Augsburg, to either declare or not declare a theatre major, and to either be an
active participant in theatre or not. Lastly, my third purpose was to provide a model by

which other academic departments on campus would be inspired to conduct their own
research, and to provide them with a number of general recommendations that they could

incorporate into their own recruitment plans in order to enhance their own departmental

growth. As

a result, the

faculty would be empowered to recruit students and would be

more efficient in their use of time and resources in recruiting these students.

Key to the efficacy of this research is collaboration, because the role of recruiting
students to a college belongs to everyone-from Admissions and academic departments

to the Marketing and Communications Office, and from current students to alumni.
Indeed, when talented and passionate members of a community come together for
common purpose, the potential is amazing.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In order for the Augsburg College Theatre Arts Department to determine the best
ways to recruit the quality and quantity of students that it desires, it must first ask the
question, what factors most strongly affect a theatre sfudent's decision to attend
Augsburg? No previous formalized research has been completed which has sought to
answer this question, or even the question of why a student from nny specific major
chooses Augsburg College. Before advancing with my own research,

it is therefore

helpful to consider other studies from outside of Augsburg that have contributed to the
understanding of how students in general come to make their college decisions, and then

how theatre students may or may not be different in this decision-rnaking process.
To begin, I will first examine the process of decision-making itself from a social
psychological perspective. From there, I will apply the roots of persuasion to the process
of making a college decision, bringing in past studies that considered factors in a
student's college decision, including the campus visit, technology, and parental influence.

After considering these studies about the college decision, research looking into the
characteristics of theatre students

will be considered. Finally, research combining

the

factors contributing to the college decision with the profile of theatre students will be
discussed, and the case for the need of the current study

will

be built.

The Roots of Persuasion

At the core of any decision is the concept of persuasion, which can be defined
"^ny instance in which an active attempt is made to change

a person's

as

mind" (Petty and

Cacioppo, 1981). Persuasion surrounds us from the time we wake up until the time we go
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to bed, to the point that we are not always aware of the many ways in which we are being
persuaded. Likewise, persuasion is long at work leading to a student's college decision,

including overt persuasion such as college-developed literature and the campus tour,
relational persuasion such as a current student speaking to a prospective student, or
subliminal persuasion, such as a prospective student getting a "warm feeling" when

visiting a campus, without being able to articulate why.
Researchers in the field of social psychology have stated that persuasion attempts

to influence attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors. Fishbein and Ajzen (t970), who proposed
the most prominent model of attitude-behavior, determined that attitudes do predict

behavior in certain circumstances, and when they do not, it is because a stronger reason is
at play (Rajecki 84). Persuasion can be both intentional and non-intentional on the part

of

the persuader, while the person being persuaded may not always be aware that they are
being persuaded. It is difficult therefore to pinpoint the factors that truly underlie one's
college decision, because an individual may not consciously grasp all of the factors
leading him or her to make that decision.

The Evolution of College Choice Research
Noted theoretical perspectives regarding college choice range from considering

influential people in a student's life to the college's location/distance from home, its
price, its acadernic offerings, and even to its "brand" in the mind of a prospective student.
Researchers of these studies tend to come out of the academic disciplines of psychology

or sociology and the professional areas of college admissions and marketing. The factors
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have evolved significantly since they were first studied in the 1970s within the area of
sociology.
Studies in the seventies focused more on issues of why students chose co[lege
over heading straight for the workforce (Kohn, Manski and Mundel, 1976, and
Christensen, Melder and Weisbroc, 1975), whereas toward the eighties more emphasis
was placed upon breaking down actual college differentiation during one's search (Litten
and Brodigan, 1982). The methodology behind such studies typically involved a

quantitative survey given to college freshmen in which student subjects ranked a list

of

pre-determined factors in order of their importance to them in their college decision.

While the surveys included the obvious, or overt, factors such as location, price,
and academic programs, such surveys limited the available responses from which the
subjects were allowed to choose. Additionally, the surveys were developed by the
researchers rather than by responses generated by the students themselves. Because

persuasion comes not only in overt forms, but also through relational and subliminal
factors, as established earlier, these quantitative surveys are at great risk of missing

important factors at play in the student's college decision. Therefore, quantitative surveys
may only scratch the surface of the college decision-making process.

It is also

necessary to recognize that the college decision is "an important and

difficult life decision" with "no single, 'correct' choice to make" (Galotti, 1995). The
college decision, therefore, is not a straightforward process that is the same for everyone

making that decision. It "requires students to seek out information, develop or discover
their own criteria, assess different alternatives-all processes themselves that might
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require myriad decisions" (Galotti, 1995). These myriad decisions, different for each

individual, cannot adequately be covered in a simple quantitative survey.
In Galotti's research, which is based in the field of cognitive psychology, she does
go a step further than most in her research design. She asked subjects to self-generate a

list of criteria affecting their college decision-making and followed it by a standard list of
criteria. Galotti discovered that college-bound high school students report about nine
criteria in the college decision-making process, including academic factors like majors
offered and fype of school (public/private), institutional factors such as extracurricular
programs and location, financial factors (cost), and personaUsocial factors such as
distance frorn home and the advice of parents and peers. Galotti's subjects averaged

considering four colleges.

While this study did include both qualitative and quantitative methods, the 322
participants completed the procedure during one-hour sessions after school, with some
students taking as

little

as 35 minutes.

It is possible that in responding to the survey,

students generated these criteria based on what was top-of-mind due to overt messages

continually stressed by guidance and admissions counselors (such as price, location,
programs, etc.). There was not the time or the tool to dig deeper into the student
responses to expose deeper-seated factors that were at play in their college search. As

mentioned earlier, persuasion can be subliminal, and therefore the subjects themselves

may not have been able to generate these key factors in a simple after-school session with
a piece

of paper in front of them.
The controversy of past research's over-reliance upon quantitative methods is also

raised by Bradshaw, Espinoza and Hausman (2001), who found that results from the
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College Board's Admitted Student Questionnaires reflected a "disconnect" between what
students rated as important in their college selection and their actual college choice.
appeared that students tended to rate their institution of choice higher in order to

It

justify

their choice. These researchers therefore emptoyed qualitative methods to focus on the
college decision-making process of high achieving students and let their subjects

articulate their own judgments on these factors. This method was also used in Murphy's
study (1981) in which prospective students and parents were questioned to determine

who in the family played the roles of initiator, influencer, and decider in the college
choice process. While the parents were surveyed using a telephone interview, the students
were administered questionnaires by their guidance counselors. Murphy's questionnaire

did, however, include a category labeted "other" where the sfudents were allowed to add
their own thoughts. But again, the students most likely came up with the most overt
factors, therefore potentially missing significant influencers in their college decision.

Overt Factors Influencing College Choice
While the previous section contended that quantitative methods focusing on
"overt factors" affecting college decision only scratch the surface, these factors could,
indeed, be significant in one's college decision. It is therefore important to consider
several of these factors separately when seeking to understand the college decision-

making process.

At least one study

has found a strong correlation between campus visits by

admitted applicants and the proportion of their matriculation (Yost and Tucker, 1995).
The qualiry of a student's visit to the campus is "the pivotal event, during which students
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decide

if a school is right for them or not." Oftentimes students will report, "It just felt

right," which suggests, "the decision is more emotional than intellectual" (Black 2004).
This shows that there are additional subliminal factors at play.
Another key factor that has become exkemely powerful in college recruiting over
the past three decades is the introduction of technology, most significantly the advent

of

the college website in the nineties. Researchers interested in students' use of the World

Wide Web in their college search have also administered surveys that ask high school
seniors how much time they spend on the Internet and for what reasons, and how they

rank various sites. Stamats Communications, one of the nation's most experienced higher
education research, marketing, and consulting companies, has shown continued interest

in the area of teenagers and technology in the college search.

In 1999, for example,

Stamats designed a Web survey for Albertson College,

which was sent to 3,000 email addresses from the college's database, of which 235
students responded. The high school students were asked to take 15 minutes to

fiIl out the

survey in order to be entered in a cash drawing. The electronic survey asked quantitative
questions as well as collected students'opinions of various pages. Analysis showed that

Albertson's target audience most highly valued the ability to find contact information and
a

list of majors, while alumni informationwas the least important (Stamats 1999). In

Stamats' 2006 TeensTALK study, eighty-eightpercent of teens say they are on the

Internet more than three hours a day. Because the web requires less interaction with
people, many students enjoy the privacy of college searching online and achieving instant
answers to questions using navigation and FAQ links (Mentz and Whiteside 2003).
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Another factor, which has grown in magnitude over the past several years, is the
role that parents play in a student's college decision. Parental influence in the decision
making process has been known to be critical since the begiruring of research into the

topic (Christensen, Melder and Weisbroc, 1975; Murphy, l981; Hossler and Stage 1992).
Some newer research projects, such as that by Bateman and Kennedy (1999), indicate
that while parents play the most pivotal role in the decision to pursue post-secondary

education, mothers are of primary importance for students from single-parent families.
The parents of today's high school students are more protective and involved in general,

being nicknamed "helicopter" parents for the way they hover over their children's lives.

This phenomenon must be considered in the recruitment process.
While there is a host of factors involved in one's college decision, the role of
these three factors

- the campus

visit, the college website, and a student's parents - are

extremely influential factors proven to affect a majority of today's college seekers.

Profile of Theatre Students
Now that these key underlying factors affecting the college decision-making
process have been established,

subjects of my project

it is important to consider

research revolving the specific

- theatre students.

Students involved in the arts tend to be high achieving students (Richards L992).

High achieving students are described as those willing to devote long hours to attain
success. Bucknavage and Worrell (2005) examined the extracurricular activities of gifted

and talented students, finding that females reported significantly higher participation rates

in the arts, whereas males favored athletic tearns. This finding is relevant to the current
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study in that the theatre department at Augsburg College is heavily female-populated,

with most of the study's subjects being female. Bradshaw, Espinoza

and Hausman (2001)

assert that high achieving students weigh additional factors and engage in the process

of

the college search differently than "typical" high school students. These factors include

their perception of opportunity to broaden their intellectual capabilities, rather than solely
preparing for a career, and the quality of specific academic departments, rather than the

overall reputation of the instifution. It would be fair to ascertain, therefore, that theatre
students also engage in the college search differently than their non-arts peers.

In an attempt to create a psychological profile of actors, Bush (2003) rneasured
actors' and control groups' profiles using four separate instruments and found that
"sfudent actors have a different psychological profile" than those training for other
avocations (iv). The differences, according to Bush's research, include that actors "are
conscious of themselves personally and socially, and find both intellectual and emotional

stiurulation through an openness to new or novel experiences that are often present in the
process of acting" (79-80). These "new or novel experiences" correspond to diverse

environments, as spoken of by Tepper, who claims, "creativity flourishes in diverse

environments" (2004). Bush also found that actors "have an intense need to impress
others...[and] a competitive nahre," making them "better able to detect deception, status,
and the interpersonal relationships of other individuals" (81).

While Bush's research is pertinent to this project, his subjects ranged from
undergraduate students to professional actors with advanced degrees in acting. Therefore,
the subjects' propensity to certain characteristics may have been learned or intensified

through their collegiate and/or professional experience, while the subjects I am most
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interested in are high school students. His conclusions are noteworthy, though, as it is

important to consider that recruiting theatre students may take more emotive recruiting on
the part of the college and may be particularly affected by the response they get from
others

- whether

faculty from the college under consideration or from others such as

parents, peers, and teachers

-

as they make a college choice. The research

will pay

particular attention to how personal responses affected the subjects' decision-making.
Another study of relevance to my topic was completed to characterize students in
high schools for the visual and performing arts (Richards, Gipe and Duffy

, lggi/).In the

study, 191 high school students at such schools were given a series of four tests: a
demographic questionnaire, Rotter's Generalized Expectancies for Internal versus

External Control of Reinforcement, Myers-Briggs Upe indicator, Form F, and the
Speilberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory. Results showed that students in the arts
favored English and History over math and science, were first or second-born children in
moderate income families, had closer relationships with their parents than their peers did,
and considered other arts students as their best friends (12,

l5). Eighty-two percent

indicated they would "continue in the program regardless of future opportunities for

stardom" and enjoyed "being taught by talented teachers" and "meeting people from all
over the world" (13). Respondents tended to be anxious individuals, worrying about
issues ranging from competition and success to racism and war (16).

Looking at theatre majors specif,rcally, more than one half of Richard's subjects
held intuitive orientations, while this study sites others whieh claim that "intuitive
individuals represent only 25% of the general population" (4). Theatre students displayed
the highest locus of control (meaning they believe that their success is a result of their
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own work rather than luck) and state trait anxiety scores (16). What this implies is that
those working with theatre students should recognize their anxiety and orient them

toward self-direction, while at the same time recognizing that their intuitive orientation
means that these students "largely use their unconscious to arrive at solutions" (4). This

information is of particular interest when considering their college decision-making
process.

If

theatre students do rely largely on intuition, a simple questionnaire would not

capture the true essence of their decision-making process.
The study of Richards et. al. brings up many implications to consider in the
current study, including whether there is a propensity for these students to declare a

major in the humanities and to form social cliques with others in the arts; how high the
subjects' estimation is of the quality of their theatre faculty, and whether they feel they
have opportunity to interact with international students or to study abroad. Additionally,

it will be interesting to uncover if they feel they have the outlets to vent their worries and
find the personal and academic support they need.

College Recruitment and the Theatre Student

In searching for current research on specific student groups and the college
decision, little is available on the arts. The majority of published studies on the

recruitment of student interest types have focused on athletic activities. There is an
obvious need for more research on this group of highly coveted students.
One of the only topically relevant case studies uncovered in my research was
completed by Lapps (1975). His research, which focused on college speech and theatre

recruitment, found that increasing the new number of students to the department required
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establishing connections among high school teachers, increasing correspondence with
prospects, hosting an on-campus drama festival and workshop, and having the college
theatre productions go on tour. While this study took place before the age of technology
and with a completely different generation

of students, it will be valuable to consider in

the current research whether these personal relationships and in-person special events still

hold significance.
The responsibility of recruiting theatre students extends beyond the theatre
department. In an article focusing on cooperation between college admissions and theatre
departments (1986), Wegner sites two studies by the Center of Research and

Development in Higher Education that attests that nearly fifty to eighty percent

of

students identified as having high potential for creative involvement and expression

withdraw from college. Wegner and Schwiebert (1986), whose articles are published in
the same journal, independently suggest that the benefits of college theatre, ranging from

providing creative arts to the entire coilrmunity to creating opportunities to individual
sfudents to learn to work in a group and express one's ideas, should be emphasized to all
students in the recruiting process. Wegner's article provides an impetus to consider in the

current study how to reach potential theatre majors who might withdraw from Augsburg,
stating that students who drop out often due so because of lack of challenge and aesthetic

stimulation. Recruiting theatre students from the general college population would
therefore increase the size of the department while strengthening retention statistics.
Schwiebert highlights the benefits of theake involvement as related to a
prospective employer. He touches on topics that might appeal to parents weary of having

their child major in theatre due to the uncertainfy ofjob placement post-graduation,
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noting how accounting and engineer students have been hired due to their involvement in
college theatre. He makes the case that "Most students will not enter a theatre program
because

it is good for them." Yet by listing several ancillary benefits of theatre, including

its ability to improve one's communication and time management skills, he makes a case

for its merit as a college major or activity. He also provides ideas of how to grow

a

theatre program, such as by hosting improvisation workshops and student directing

projects where students can get a taste of acting, attract friends to join them, and perhaps
catch the acting bug. Schwiebert's ideas seem valid, yet he provides no research to back
them up. Again, the current study witl take into consideration whether it was the ancillary

benefits of theatre that led students to become involved, and if so, if that played a role in
their decision to attend Augsburg College and/or declare a theatre arts major.

,

In addition to considering the suggestions of Lapps, Wegner, and Schwiebert in

regard to effectively recruiting theatre students, it is worthwhile to consider other

proactive steps a college can take in recruiting. Business and marketing professors Arnett,
German, and Hunt (2003) studied relationship marketing as it leads to marketing success

in non-profits such as universities. They found that when students first enter college, they

join organizations consistent with prior "salient identities." This most definitely could
include theatre students. As mentioned previously (Richards 1992), high school students
in the arts tend to consider other students in the arts to be their best friends, even more so
than students involved in other groups. Therefore, it would be logical to assert that in

recruiting theatre students, it is important to allow them to both see relationships formed
in the current body of theatre students, as well as to begin to form that relational bond

with them in the recruitment phase.
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Arnett, German and Hunt (2003) go on to say that among a college's alumni, the
four keys to retaining

a

relationship with one's alma mater include opportunities for

participation, reciprocify, prestige, and satisfaction. Piggybacking on the research of

Brown and Urice (2003), which states that the teacher is the most significant factor in
high school theatre education, it therefore makes sense that using alumni who are theatre
teachers is a winning combination. Using Augsburg as an example, on-campus events

such as Drama Day and theatre productions followed by alumni receptions would be

powerful ways to connect alumni's identities back with the college through Arnett,
German and Hunt's four relationship-inducing factors. It allows the cycle of good-

feelings and positive word-of-mouth to perpetuate. Forming long-term relationships with
alumni is key to the university's (and the theatre department's) success.

Concluding Thoughts
In looking at the existing literature,

a general understanding

of what constitutes

decision-making in general has been established, including overt persuasion (such as a
college-developed website), relational persuasion (such as parents' influence on the
student), and subliminal persuasion (such as a prospective student making
based on a feeling). There is no one2 single factor, but many factors

unrealized

-

a

judgment

- both realized and

that come into play when one makes a decision.

Since the advent of college choice research, it is the overt factors that have been
the focus, particularly in quantitative surveys. The work of these researchers

will form a

platform from which to begin my study. Also, there has been plentiful research done on
the recruitment of athletes and of high-achieving shrdents. Again, these studies provide a
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framework for mine but point to a lack of research regarding performing artists',
particularly theatre artists', college choice.
Since research has stated that theatre and arts students are "different" than their
peers,

it is reasonable to hypothesize that their college decision-making is therefore also

different. Traits of artists, particularly theater artists, include that they rely on intuition, or
the unconscious, to arrive at decisions, they are highly anxious individuals, and that they

consider other arts students their best friends. They value involvement over stardom and

diversity over comfort. Additionally, they tend to have stronger-than-average
relationships with their parents, which could lead one to assert that the parents of theatre
students play an even more integral role in these students' college decisions.

Therefore, to understand Augsburg's recruitment of theatre students at this time in

history, research was needed that would not only focus on a new subject type but also
reach beyond the

"overt" factors involved in the college search, and dive in to uncover

the deeper, more powerful factors at work. To establish a recruiting system that attracts

high quality and sizeable quantity of theatre students, their decision-making process must
be understood.

To

fill this gap in literature, I focused on theatre students specifically,

and, by

using a qualitative design, allowed them to significantly contemplate a variety of factors
leading to their decision to attend Augsburg Cotlege

-

from the overt to the more covert

relational and subliminal factors. This information will provide the vehicle to reassess
Augsburg College Theatre Arts Department's current recruitment plan, and to hone it into
one that attracts the quality and the quantity of theatre students that the department (and
the College) desires. The ensuing recommendations, while tailored specifically to the
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Augsburg Theatre Arts Department, may also provide other Augsburg departments a
starting point in their analysis of their own recruitment initiatives.
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METHODOLOGY
PARTICIPANTS
Currently enrolled Augsburg College students were selected from the roster of
past applicants of the Performing Arts Scholarship in Theatre as well as students

recommended by the theatre department. Seventeen students agreed to grant me an

interview. These students represented both theatre majors (11) and non-majors (six), both
theatre scholarship recipients (12) and non-recipients (five), and students actively

involved in theatre (14) as well as students who had intended to be involved in theatre at
the point of admission but who currently were not active in theatre (three). Fourteen were

from Minnesota and three were from out-of-state. The group included four freshmen, five
sophomores, six juniors, and two seniors. Eleven were female and six were male.

INSTRUMENTATTON
In cornpleting the review of literature, it became clear that a qualitative method
needed to be employed in order to try to understand the subjects' point of view.

A list of

questions was developed with the help of Darcey Engen, assistant professor in the

Augsburg College Theatre Arts Department (see Appendix C). We had a conversation
during which we brainstormed to come up with a list of questions. She shared this list of
questions with the theatre facuhy at a department meeting to solicit their suggestions, and
shared their cornments with me, which helped me to further develop the list.
Some were simple black and white questions rneant to collect data, such as the

student's major, what other colleges they applied to, and whether or not they were theatre
scholarship recipients. Other questions asked students to identifii top-of-mind
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recollections; such as to name the top reason they chose Augsburg College. In following
the research stating that theatre students tend to largely use their unconscious, or

intuition, to arrive at decisions, the interview process allowed for students to not only
answer specific questions to capfure the overt areas of persuasion, but to also elaborate on

their feelings and memories of their college search to get to the deeper-seated, or

subliminal, factors. While the order of questions varied due to the narrative of the
student, the questionnaire ensured that I would be gathering the same information from
each sfudent and not miss any important questions. Because
and taped the conversations, a high level of

I served as the interviewer

reliability was achieved.

PROCBDURES

ln early April of 2004, I asked Darcey Engen to recommend names of theatre
students

for my research. I also gathered names from lists of past Performing Arts

Scholarship auditions, which included scholarship recipients as well as non-recipients. I
applied for approval from the Institutional Review Board to conduct the interviews and
was granted permission. I acquired contact information from the college's website of the
39 students on the combined list, whom I contacted individually via email or telephone to
request a personal interview. Seventeen of these students agreed to participate.

[t was

stated clearly to the students that the research was to be used in my Leadership

Application Project towards the Master of Arts in Education from Augsburg College and
would be directly tied to the work of Admissions, and that their involvement would be
confidential. I asked them for a full hour of time in order to create an environment where
we would not be rushed.
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Interviews took place between April 19 and May 14, 2004. These one-on-one
sessions were held in my office and lasted between

half. Students were guaranteed anonymity

forty-five minutes and an hour and

a

and signed a consent form (Appendix A). The

interviews were all taped for future transcription, with tapes and notes being kept in a
locked drawer when on campus. Students completing the interview were invited to
choose between a $5 gift certificate to the campus coffee shop, donated by the

Enrollment Management division, and an Augsburg T-shirt, donated by the Office of
Undergraduate Admi ssions.

DATA ANALYSE
Notes taken during the interviews along with the tape recordings were used to
later transcribe answers given in each of the 17 interviews. In the transcription process,

I

summarized quotations that were less succinct while intentionally quoting more poignant
statements verbatim. I used italics in the transcriptions to signify when

I was

summarizing.

After transcribing each of the

17 interviews, a qualitative content analysis

followed. I began with a list of the initial questions in a new document in Microsoft
Word. I went through each interview transcription, one at a time, and cut the answer from
each interview and pasted it under the question to which

it pertained in my new

document. I intentionally included quotations in this new document that struck me as
possible quotations for the finat paper. While I did not use direct quotations throughout,
the document captures the essence of the participants'responses.
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Once the initial questions each had l7 responses pasted after it, I printed out a

hard copy. I looked for common themes and experiences, and I coded these themes

within the transcriptions using

a color-coded system

with highlighters. For example,

students crediting a parent with their initial introduction to Augsburg each were

highlighted in blue. I then went back into the document and re-arranged the responses
under each question to put similar colored answers together into "chunks", assigning
them a heading that captured the essence of that chunk's responses. For example, under

"First Recollection of Augsburg College" the cofilments were divided into subgroups
entitled "Referral by Peer," "Referral by Family Member," "Referral by Alum," and

"Through an On-Campus Event." A heading was given to capture every response, even

if

the occurrence of a particular response arose only once. I began with the most commonly

mentioned theme first, followed by second most popular, third most popular, etc., until I
came to answers that were only mentioned by one participant-

After organizing the responses to the initial questions in this manner, I revisited
each of the 17 individual transcriptions to look for other common themes and

experiencesrl wrote down a list of themes that emerged, and went back into the Word
document and added headings that captured these themes, such as "Facilities" and "Print
vs. Web." I went through each of the transcriptions again, cutting and pasting whatwas

left of the interviews into the new document until all themes and accounts found

a place.

Miscellaneous comments that did not correspond with specific questions yet that
were of interest were grouped together according to likeness at the end of the grouping

document. Some comments, while standing alone, were deemed worthy of inclusion in
the findings section because of the student's passion, such as the student from outside of

/'r '.l

Minnesota who emphatically advocated for a recruiter to travel to the South West. I felt
even these stand-alone comments deserved rnention in the findings, even though they

were not statistically relevant. I shared early drafts of this "chunking" document with my
advisor and my readers, who confirmed that the system made sense and was useful.
The findings section includes the responses to the list of questions, calling out
themes that emerged as seen in participants' similar responses- Other areas I chose to

include in the findings were responses about the key recruitment activities initiated by the
Theatre Arts Department, including Drama Day and Scholarship Duy, even when there
was not an overwhelmingly positive or negative response. Because time, effort, and

financial resources had been invested in these activities, I felt it was important to include
any information relevant to them, as this information would help the departrnent
determine where to focus their energies and spend their money. The complete document

showing these chunks and findings is included as Appendix D.

LIMITATIONS
There were certain limitations to this study. The sample size, while quite large

(n:17), did consist of several sfudents who were recommended to me by the department.
These students could have been top-of-mind to the faculty due to their similar
characteristics, such as being leaders in the theatre program or frequently cast in the

college's mainstage productions. The sample, therefore, could have potentially left out
students who would have represented different experiences within the department and

also throughout the recruitment process.
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Additionally, the 17 students who agreed to participate may have been more

willing to do so because they knew who I was

due to their own recruitment process.

(While I worked within a specific geographic region as a recruiter, I also worked with all
students applying for a Performing Arts Scholarship.) This group could have been more

representative of students who had established a positive bond with the Office

of

Undergraduate Admissions during their search, therefore inflating their positive
experience of being recruited, while students who did not receive theatre scholarships and

who did not have meaningful interaction with the Admissions or Theatre Arts department
may not have volunteered simply because they may have not felt they would have

anything to offer the study.
Nevertheless, the findings from the 17 interviews conducted provide deep insight

into the minds and decisions of Augsburg theatre students, which will later lead to
recommendations. These findings follow in the next section.
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FINDINGS
While the 17 students interviewed represented a diverse group of students, from
dedicated theatre majors to students who dabbled in it as high school students, common
themes that were a part of the students' paths to Augsburg emerged. This shows that

some factors are important in recruiting students to Augsburg whether students are

looking at the theatre major or not. Other themes seemed to be particularly strong for the
more serious theatre student.

In order to organize the many topics touched on in the questions as well as to give
order to the additional themes that surfaced, the findings are broken into smaller sections,

or "chunks." The findings begin with question number one on the question list, pertaining
to students' first recollections of Augsburg College and of the Theatre Arts Department,
and continue in order. I then continue with other themes that surfaced during the

interviews that shed light on the research question. Finalty, I report on the
recommendations that the participants had to improve theatre recruiting at Augsburg
before providing my own recommendations in the foltowing section.

Results Section
The

I:

First Recollections

frst section of findings will report what students identified as their frst

recollections of Augsburg College and then of the Theatre Arts Department. These are
perhaps the most significant questions asked, since in order to increase the number

of

theatre students at Augsburg College, more students must first know of the College and,
subsequently, of the department. The themes that emerged

will lead to recommendations

for where the Coltege should invest its resources in order to increase the number of
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students inquiring into Augsburg early in their college search. As in a funnel, the more
students who are aware of an institution at the beginning, or the
process, the more

will ultimately

pass through the various stages

"top" of the search
of recruitment and

ultimately matriculate, or become enrolled, at the College.
Of Augsburg College
Each interview began with the question, "What is your first recollection of

Augsburg College?"
Overall, personal connections played the most significant role in introducing
Augsburg to these students. Fifteen of the 17 students learned about Augsburg through
personal referrals. Of the two students who did not learn about Augsburg through
personal referrals, one credited her awareness of Augsburg to an on-campus event she
attended with her church youth group, and the other 'Just always knew" of Augsburg.

Of the 15 who did give credit to personal referral, seven reported referral by

a

peer, four reported referral by u teacher (three of whom were alumni), and four reported

referral by a family member. Seven of the 17 said they had always known of Augsburg
but did not consider it seriously until this person of influence mentioned it to them. Two
students from outside of Minnesota had not heard of Augsburg until referred, one by his

girlfriend and another by her aunt. The third out-of-state student knew of Augsburg due
to a family rnember being an alumna.
One student's response is especially telling in regard to the power of referral. He

found out through high school choir teacher that his friend, who had been the lead
soprano in high school, had gone to Augsburg Cotlege.

"I thought if Maggie went here,

and she is one of the best singers, I figured it would be good, and my choir teacher told

tr'7
.t- I

me it had a really good music reputation." This quotation demonstrates two levels

of

impressionability that I found to be recurrent among the subjects: first, they paid acute
attention to which colleges respected peers chose, and second, they trusted their teachersl
attitudes about colleges in determining their own options.

Another student credited his high school drama teacher as leading him to
Augsburg.

"I spent a good amount of time with him because..-

a

big bulk of my high

school career I participated in theatre, so he had rnentioned it one time, that he had gone

to Augsburg, and I researched it on-line." One student had memories of her ninth grade
choir director playing old tapes and records of the Augsburg Choir, which stuck with her.
Another student who actually came to Augsburg as a transfer student recalled his

initial introduction to Augsburg as a junior in high school:
tAlum's name] was big into speech here as well as theatre... And he came back
and said to me, 'Augsburg is great for theatre. It's wonderful. You look like
you're enjoying theatre. I think you should continue with it, and Augsburg would
be great,' and he listed off how he had gotten a lot of financial support from
Augsburg and how the different professors were great, and really kind of sold me
on it. So at first I was looking at Augsburg. . -but it was close to the Cities, and
originally I wanted to get away from where my brothers were going to be. And
uh, it was a lot of money, and it just sort of petered out. There was no real
deciding factor that said, 'No, I don't want to go there.' Itjust sort of lost steam.
Two years later, when this student was not feeling challenged at his college, his mind
turned back to Augsburg. These are just a few examples of how a simple comment or
action by a respected figure can have a lasting impact on a student.

Of the Theatre Arts Department
The second question was, "How did you first learn of Augsburg's theatre
department?"
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For eight students, the answer to this was one and the same as their first
introduction to Augsburg, with personal referrals being the most commonly mentioned
response. Five reported referral from a peer, and three reported referral from a teacher.

(One of the students who initially cited referral through his teacher actually leamed of the
theatre department when he attended Drama Day on campus, which will be discussed

later.)
For the others who learned about the theatre department from other sources, the
leading answer, reported by five sfudents, was the campus tour, when their student
ambassador (tour guide) showed them the theatre and spoke positively about the

department. Visual cues were the second rnost frequent answer, given by two students:
one noticed the posters showcasing the sets and casts of past main stage productions in
the theatre hallway when she was on campus with her youth Soup; another saw a feature
on the department in an issue of the college's alumni magazine.

For two students, it wasn't until after they had applied for admission to Augsburg
that they learned of the department. One student's discovery of the department was when
on Performing Arts Scholarship Day, she came to audition for a vocal scholarship. When
she saw the theatre check-in table, she decided to talk to the theatre students working the

table and later looked it up on the Internet for fuither information. For whatever reason,
this student had been "missed" by the theatre department in their recruiting. The other
student learned of theatre when Darcey Engen, assistant professor in the Theatre Arts

Department, contacted her after she was accepted to the College. She had written on her
application that she planned to major in art but that she also had an interest in theatre.
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Results Section

II:

Student-Identified Factors

While there were most likely many factors at play in the students' college
decision, it is interesting to consider what the participants identified as their top reason

for selecting Augsburg. In actuality, the top reasons they identified were sometimes
different from what surfaced later in the interview. Nevertheless, asking them to quickty
respond to the question "What was the single most significant factor that lead you to
choose Augsburg?" provides insight into how they explain making their college decision.

Answers to this question varied. Three students answered that it was simply the

feeling of being "welcome" or "wanted." (Four others alluded to a "feeling" as well

as

additional factors, to be mentioned.) For three students, it was being offered scholarships
and the best financial aid award that lead them to choose Augsburg over another school.

Three others made reference to their interaction with the theatre department through a
combination of faculty contact and seeing a main stage production.
Even when being asked for one answer, seven students found it difficult to choose
one single thing. The most commonly mentioned factors were location/urban setting (six
references), size (six references), and the "feel" or
phrase "small school in the big

"fit"

(seven total references). The

city" or something similar was mentioned four times,

which indicates that this phrase resonates with these students. The Lutheran affiliation,
mixed with the small size and big city, made the difference for one. For another, it was
the liberal arts emphasis within the theatre program, and for another, it was a combination

of its size and the quality of the choir and theatre programs. For one student planning to
major in biology, it was the fact that she could be involved in theatre and major in
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biology at the same time that attracted her, while for another, it was that he could be
involved in theatre and major in computer science at the same time.
One student who transferred to Augsburg from a college located in a smaller town
sited that he wanted a "higher classroom experience" than what he was getting.

"I wanted

to be in a diverse setting. .. what I mean by that is I wanted to be in place where there

would be other theatre experiences, like going around the Cities and seeing different
theatre, volunteering at different theatres... I wanted to have different viewpoints on the
subject matter.'j This student's remarks echo the research cited in the literature review
stating that creative students are drawn to diverse settings, because diversity allows for

creativity.

Results Section

III:

Researcher-Identified Factors

As anticipated in the literature review, the roots of decision-making flln deep,

which is why the questions did not stop after students "named" their top reason(s) for
attending Augsburg College. In order to more deeply explore the relational and

subliminal factors leading to the students' decisions to attend Augsburg, the interviews
often got off track from the written questions as students began to tell stories recounting
their college search. In order to organize common themes that arose through these
narratives, I

will group factors between student-initiated activities, Augsburg-initiated

activities/institutional factors, relational influencers, and other influential factors.
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TUDENT.INTTIATED AC TTVTTIES
This section will focus on what students did proactively in their college search,

specificalty focusing on the campus visit as well as other on-campus events such as
theatre productions.

The Campus Visit
According to the literature review, the campus visit is usually sited as the most
important factor in the college decision process. In line with this assertion, all seventeen

of the participants visited carnpus before deciding to attend Augsburg. Fifteen came on an

official campus visit scheduled through the Office of Undergraduate Admissions or to

an

admissiors-sponsored open house. Six of these met with a theatre faculty member during

their visit, five with Darcey Engen and one with Martha Johnson, professor in the Theatre

Arts Department. These visits with faculty proved to be very influential in the students'
interest in Augsburg.

Additionally, these six students made reference to the one-on-one tours of the
theatre facilities, including the theatre, costume shop, and workshop. One student said,

"The obvious tour given by Darcey helped a lot.. .It helped me get an overall feel for
what they do here." One sfudent who visited the summer before her senior year said, "W'e
saw the theake and the music room and the practice rooms and basically went

everywhere. They talked about how the theatre was pretty known." Another student said,

"I heard excellent things about llnto the Woods] from my tour guide. .. when she took me
into the black box there were sorne theatre people in there, and they said [it was great]-.
when I came here and took the tour I reatly learned about the theatre department." As
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with the personal referrals, we

see

in these quotes how students are prone to believe what

they are told, even when it is by paid spokespeople of the institution.

Two students mentioned that their Augsburg student ambassador was only
interested in talking about biology. Through asking a follow-up question, I was able to
determine that the same guide gave both of these tours. One of them said,

[At Augsburg] I was given a tour by this crary girl.. . a biology major. I asked her
about the theatre, and she said, 'I don't know about that,' so we walked over to
the theatre, and it was locked, so she brought me to the science wing. But then I
got a call from Darcey the next duy, so it was pretty good. That evened out the
bad tour.
The other student who had a negative experience with this tour guide came back for a
second tour for

April Dinners, an event hosted by Admissions, and had a different tour

guide who he enjoyed much better. In fact, he attributes his decision to attend Augsburg
to that second tour.

The adjective used again and again by the students to describe their Augsburg
campus

visit experiences was "friendly." There seemed to be genuineness in their

interaction with people, from Admissions staff to their student amhassadors to the faculty

with whom they met.

Of the two who did not come on admissions-based visits to campus, one came to
stay overnight

with

a

friend as a junior inhigh school. The other came just to see a play

and later to audition on Scholarship Day.

Attending a Performance
Ten of

th

e 17 students attended at least one Augsburg theatre production, with

three of these coming to more than one. Each of these students commented that this was a

major part in their decision to attend Augsburg. For example, one student said,
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The first performance that I came to, I went to see my friend in... It was
aesthetically wonderful and dramatically great. And I really, realty enjoyed it, and
that definitely pushed me towards doing some real investigation into
transferrirrg. . .

You know, it sounds a little ridiculous, but I was watching it, and something so
simple as like, all the costumes were cohesive to each other and to their stage
partners and to the set, and it all worked together... I felt a real air of
professionalism here that I wanted to be a part of.
Not only did seeing the quality of production inJluence them, but two mentioned that it
was also the friendliness of those they met on campus that impacted them. For example,
one student recalled:

A friend of mine goes to school

here. . . and I came down to see all of the
perforrnances last year, and I was very impressed with the product that they put
forth, and um, my friend got me in touch with Darcey Engen, and she was just
great and completely willing to talk with me about the program and put it all out
there. And they were just really, really great.

Other students also commented that it was the quality of productions that drew them to
consider Augsburg more seriously, and several used the quality of productions at other
schools as a platform for comparing colleges during their search.

Four of the remaining five students who did not come to see a production
specifically remembered being invited to attend a performance but were unable to come
due to distance or schedules. These students mentioned how special

it made them feel to

be invited. One student recalled being invited via a post card, a season

flier, and an email.

The persistence shown by the College to get them to attend a performance was just as

powerful

as the experience

for those who actually did attend a perforrnance. The student

who was not invited to a theahe production says he thinks this happened because he was
pegged more as a music student than a theatre one.
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AUGSBURG.INITIATED ACTIVITY/TNSTITUTIONAL FACTORS
This section will focus on college-initiated recruitment activities, specifically
focusing on the activities included in the Theatre Arts Department's Marketing Plan, such
as Drama Day and the Performing

Arts Scholarship, as well as the role of the Office of

Undergraduate Admissions. The section
as

will touch on other college characteristics

such

print and web communications and college facilities.

Drama Day
Drama Day is an annual event put on by the Theatre Department, where specific

high school theatre programs are invited to campus for a morning of workshops, lunch,
and a matinee performance of a main stage production. Schools traditionally invited have
been identified due to their teacher being Augsburg alum or having a connection with an

Augsburg faculty memter. The goal of Drama Day is to strengthen connections with
local high schools and to expose theatre students to Augsburg early on, with the hope of
them enrolling.

Two of the seventeen students attended Drama Day. Both recalled having positive
experiences. One attributed Drama Day as the way he was first introduced to the Theatre

Arts Departrnent. He said,

It was fun. We did the improv games...

saw Antigone. Afterwards, we got to sit
which
we
don't do now, but it was nice speaking
and talk with them [the actors],
to someone who is pursuing it as a career as a high school student. I learned a
little more. I didn't even think of Augsburg as a school then, but it was a cool

experience.

The other sfudent rernembered the event but had more to say about the influence of her
teacher who brought her than of the event itself. While they both had favorable memories

of the event, neither contributed it to be an influence in their decision to attend Augsburg.
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Both of these students had the same theatre teacher who was an Augsburg alum, so it is
probable that they would have been encouraged to pursue Augsburg by him even

if

Drama Day did not exist. It is possible, however, that Drama Day strengthened this
teacher's affinity with Augsburg, therefore making thern more apt to promote hrs alma

mater to their students. That would'require additional research to confirm.

Of the sfudents who did not attend, one said her speech coach had brought
students in the past, but she was never invited, perhaps because she wasn't in his class or
because she was a technical theatre sfudent rather than an actor. Another student

rnentioned that her school usually attended, but the year she would have gone, they did

not have enough adult escorts to make it happen. So, approximately one-fourth of the
students interviewed had some exposure to or interest in DramaDay.

The Performing Ans Scholarship
The Performing Arts Scholarship program recognizes incoming students who
have excelled in music or theatre
design, and production

-

- including

vocal and instrumental performance, acting,

and who plan to actively participate in the performing arts at

Augsburg. The purpose of the scholarship is to attract high quality students into music
and theatre majors, although majoring in music or theatre is not a requirement to receive

the scholarship. Scholarship recipients in theatre must futfill a number of requirements to
renew their scholarship, including auditioning for all mainstage productions and putting

in 40 hours per show. Additionally, theatre scholarship recipients must help host future
scholarship auditions and help with Drama Day.

While the money attached to the scholarship is a recruitment tool in and of itself,
the events of the day of auditions, called "scholarship Duy," are also intentionally
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orchestrated to "seal the deal" with students in the final stages of their college decision

making process. By bringing them and their parents to campus for a day of special
information sessions and a special lunch, having current theatre students greet them,
having them meet and spend time talking with theatre faculry, and bringing them on
backstage tours of the theatre facilities, the Theahe Department and Office

of

Undergraduate Admissions attempt to woo the students and their parents.

Twelve of the seventeen subjects were recipients of Performing Arts Scholarships
in Theatre. Of these, three said it made the decision for them to attend Augsburg. For one

of these three, it came down to timing, os the scholarship auditions for her first choice
school (which, worth noting, was her first choice due to their facilities) were scheduled

for later in the year. When she discovered that she hadn't received'an academic
scholarship from that institution but knew she had been offered an academic and theatre
scholarship from Augsburg, her decision was set. The second student who credited his
decision to attend Augsburg based upon the Performing Arts Scholarship did so because

of financial reasons. He states:
I knew I was going to come here, but I just wasn't sure if I was going to come
here this year.-. but when I got that scholarship, and I learned about how much I
could get for my kansfer scholarship, I just made up my mind. I said I was
coming this year. That really did push me in the right direction.

If

he had notreceived the Performing Arts Scholarship, he wouldhave waited to transfer

one more year for financial reasons but

still would have chosen Augsburg. The third

student who attributes her decision to attend Augsburg to the scholarship said,

'God, if I get this scholarship,

I'll

"I

said,

go to Augsburg.' ... I got the scholarship, and it was

the same price as going in-state." (The student was referring to in-state tuition in her
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home state.) So, for one it was about timing, for another it was about money, and for the

third it was about receiving a "sign."
The other nine recipients of the Performing Arts Scholarship did not consider it to
be a major factor in their decision to attend Augsburg. Because I did not ask questions
regarding the students' financial status, it is hard to say why the students were relatively

neutral on this issue. Perhaps receiving the scholarship made more of an impact on their
parents because they are the ones paying for the tuition.

Of the five students who did not receive Performing Arts Scholarships in Theatre,
three did not apply because they went through the application process later in the spring
and therefore missed the deadlines, and the other two applied for Performing Arts

Scholarships in Vocal Music. One of these did receive one and the other did not.
Student comments about Scholarship Day itsetf are noteworthy. One said,

"I think

Darcey was the clincher, because I remember seeing her face, and she was so, ya know,

just excited about, 'Oh, you're [name]. It's so great to meetyou,'and when I came for
the scholarship [audition], she was very welcoming, and I think, just made me

cornfortable." Another student recalled the faculty speaking with him after his audition,
and extending a wailn invitation "to come and check out the set of The Cherry

Orchard... [They] invited me on the set during construction and even for

a

performance... That was really nice." Other cofitments included, "The theatre majors that
were at the table fon Scholarship Day] were really welcoming. I wasn't expecting to even
get to meet any students that day... It was nice to see the facilities." Another student said,

"It felt like people [at Augsburg] reatly took more interest in me as a person...even
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the

theatre students [on Scholarship Duy]." And finally, a studentthinking back on the day
said,

It was intimidating, but really nice. They had three ladies there, and I went to the
theatre and I got to meet part of the theatre people. That was important, I think,
actually getting to see the people, was like, 'Ah-These could be my future
classmates.' They all remember seeing me, so then, when I came here, they were
like, 'You're that cute girl from auditions!'... I really enjoyed that. It made it
more personal. . . they chatted with you while you waited.
Based on students' recollection of Scholarship Duy, it is fair to say that the students are

not the only ones "on stage" that duy, but the College is also on trial.
Communicution

While it came up at different points during the interview, each student mentioned
at some point that they were happy with the comrnunication they received from

Augsburg. Nine students made clear, articulate statements about how much they
appreciated the moderate frequency of personal phone calls as well as the different sorts

of mailings and emails they received. These communications resulted in students feeling
as though the people they met at Augsburg genuinely wanted them to attend the College.

One student said,
The personal contact is what really impressed me. I was getting phone calls and
leffers and cards.. . I felt that they knew what I was wanting in a school. It was a
really stressful time, and to have someone be really patient and personable with
you makes it a lot easier. I think that is one of the hugest things in deciding on a
college...The feel you get from the school is abigdeciding factor.." Darcey
emailed me...Martha called me a few times, and we talked about my plans in
theatre.

Another student commented, "Darcey called me so much, and it wasn't overbearingly too

much... That I had started to form a relationship with a professor before I had even
decided to go there, it was a huge factor."
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In comparing Augsburg to other colleges, one student said:
Certain flyers or phone calls were directed more personally from Augsburg. That
is to say, someone may have handwritten something, as opposed to when I was
receiving letters from the U of MN, they were just form letters that were sent out
to all the applicants.. . It takes a tot more for someone to actually sit down and
write a handwritten letter. .. I received some calls from Darcey Engen, and I
appreciated that, and she seemed very excited to have me come. I guess it was just
a more personal relationship I felt with Augsburg before coming in. I felt a little
more comfortable than going into a cold schbol where I didn't know anybody and
hadn't heard anyone's voice and hadn't heard anyone's personal words on paper.
Overall, the personalized attention at an appropriate frequency made a great impact on
the participants. It truly is having a quality communication with a professor that makes

this impact, regardless of if the student is planning on majoring in that professor's
particular area or not.
The Role of Admissions

While the theatre department has a proven impact on a prospective student, the
Office of Undergraduate Admissions is oftentimes the first point of contact and should
also be considered amongst the factors influencing one's college choice.
Students had nothing but positive comments to share about the Adrnissions staff
and counselors. They felt that they were treated as individuals rather than as a number,

citing such examples

as

their admission counselor making a point to get to know their

guardians and remembering "small" things. They also appreciated receiving handwritten
notes and individually written emails rather than only mass mailings. One student said:

[Sally Daniels, former Director of Undergraduate Admissions] was really nice,
and she listened. A lot of times a lot of people justdo talking and stuff and
actually aren't interested in listening what you have to say.. . but she seemed
really interested, and I like that.
Four other students recalled their admissions counselor by name, saying they appreciated
the effort they took in communicating with them through their college search. "You guys
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were very good about keeping in touch, and that made all the difference," said one
student. "Calvin [Hanson, admissions counselor] was very good at calling me."

Another student noted, "Augsburg was really conscientious about having good people

work for them." To sum it up, these students felt that they were treated as someone
special by the Admissions staff.

Print Communication

vs, The Web

While print communications and the Web were never mentioned by students
when asked how they learned of Augsburg Cotlege or the Theatre Arts Department,
students turned to them to learn more about the College. Print communication methods
such as posters and flyers were mentioned more frequently than web-related

comrnunications as far as generating initial interest, with five print mentions and only
three web mentions. A couple of sfudents recalled Augsburg's information packets as not

being the most impressive that they received, as seen in the following quote:
Kathy Rumpza [college graphic designer] does a wonderful job [on the theatre
posters], and that's very important for presenting your college visually, because
that's the first thing someone's going to get, is that packet in the mail. Augsburg's
packet, I remember [laugh] not being so... it was a little out of date... It was a
little confusing, it was a little much, so I just looked at the pictures pretty much. ..
There was so much on there that I didn't understand what it was... I looked at the
pictures. I think that's important.

Luckily, the in-person campus visit this student had made up for the lackluster
publications. The students mentioned photographs as important repeatedly, such as the
student who said she looks at the pictures in the theatre hallway every single duy, to the

student who reported paying attention to the bultetins and posters outside of her high
school theatre director's classroom. The shrdents who commented on visuals seemed
more moved by pictures than by text.
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Only four students made significant mention of the Internet. One had earlier
attributed learning of Augsburg College from her father, but later shared, "I started on the
Internet by typing inprivate colleges...and art education. This came up, and Macalester
came up." Another student recalled looking at our website early in his college search, but
he never filled out an information request form on the website. This is an example of how
students can be anonymous shoppers, so to speak, on the Internet. The College therefore
has to keep the website updated and changing, to keep students coming back. Another

student mentioned that her guardians used the Intemet to research colleges, while she

relied upon "the book thing." A student who planned to major in computer science said,

"I

was not very impressed at all with the website. It's gotten better now, though. Mostly

I

just looked at it to see some pictures [hut weren't many pictures at all]."
In forming recommendations regarding Internet, the researcher must recognize
that the students interviewed were engaged in the college search prior to the year 2003, so
what was true for them may not remain true for the students of today, as stated in the
literature review (Stamats 2006), Internet use by students searching for college continues
to increase.
Theatre Facilities

While I did not ask any specific questions asking students to compare facilities
between schools they considered, the aspect did surface in a few interviews. Facilities are
a concrete, tangible point of comparison, which is easier to judge than the strength of an

academic program. The quality of the facilities can speak volumes about where the

institution's priorities [ie, seen in where it puts its money, or even on the financial success

of the alumnus in various departments.
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One student remembered, "Hamline had a more traditional theatre, which was

more of what I was used to... I think I liked that, but I didn't like the head of the theatre
department... I didn't geta friendly vibe, which was what I was looking for... I liked

their facilities, which was probably the reason I was more impressed." This student
exhibits the characteristics of theatre students as summarized by Richards, Gipe, and

Dufff (1992). (This is the same student who ultimately chose Augsburg

because she was

awarded a scholarship from Augsburg before she received one from Hamline.)
One transfer students said, "The facilities are definitely better here [than at my

previous college]... Itwas kind of difficult going from a main stage and a blackbox to

just [an experimental] space. That venue is sometimes hard to work with, but it's doable." (Since this research was done, a second perforrnance space has been added.)
Another student remembered going on his initial tour:

You did talk to me about theatre, and you showed me the theatre, and I remember
being very impressed. I remember wishing... my timing was better, because I
could have come to Conference of the Birds [which opened in two weeks]. The
theatre was very different, because big, proscenium theatres were all I'd ever been
in. [The pictures] were very cool. I remember thinking, 'What goes on here? This
is pretty cool.'
For students who were not able to see inside the theatre during the tour due to its being
locked, the wall of pictures along the hallway shows the sets and casts of past
productions.
IVIost students' recollection

of the theatre itself were that it was small, but it was

noted that it helped to see the photographs in the hallway to get a sense for what the space

could be transformed into. Some students were specifically excited about the opportunity
to work in Augsburg's theatre, which is an experimental space, such as the student who
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said of his experience at a main stage performance,

"I remember thinking, 'This

is nice.

This is a small theatre. I think I could really enjoy this."'
One student recollected regarding her campus visit, "The most clear moment in

my memory is during theatre class when we took a tour around the theatre. We went to
the theatre and we went to the shop, and then, we went to cosfume storage, and I was in
awe. ..

My eyes were probably like saucers." To get

a true sense

of the theatre

department, a student needs to see beyond the theatre space and get behind the scenes. At
the same time, it is important to note that not one student attributed their decision to
attend Augsburg to the size or quality of the facilities. Rather, it was the feeling they got

while touring the facilities that made an impression upon them.

RELATIONAL FACTORS
In addition to student-initiated activities and college-initiated activities and
characteristics, there is an additional category that played a significant role in the college
choice of the participants-relationships. This section

will

discuss the role that peer

influence, parental influence, and faculty influence plays in a theatre student's college
decision.
Peer fnfluence

Another interesting observation I made is how many students formed their
perceptions about other colleges based on word of mouth from their peers. In the

following quote,

a student shows how her friend's impression

of a college became her

own through word-of-mouth:

I had a friend that took a tour of Augustana,

and they were taking a tour, and they
looked in the theatre, and one of the directors actually was there and just like gave
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her a tour right like that, and she said it was awesome and was telling me all about
it and all about that lady, and I was like, 'Oh - I'd go there.'

Not only does good news travel fast, but "bad" tours truly can break or nearly break the
deal for a student as well as all of those in their circle of influence, such as in the

following example:

I had a really bad tour at UMD, which is why I didn't go there. The guy who
represented them just really wasn't with it and really didn't talk about the school.
He ended ,rp talking about how he was rururing a computer help service out of his
room, and like where the best places to get ice cream were in Duluth, and not
really anything about the school.
This same student was invited to an Augsburg production but couldn't come. He heard
excellent things about it, however, from his Augsburg tour guide, which was all it took to
convince hirn of the quality of the theatre department.

Another valuable arm of peer influence relates to the students' influence on their
peers to attend Augsburg. When asked, "Would you recommend Augsburg to prospective

students?" every student said that they would and that they do. Several students could go
as far as naming students

who are cuffently attending Augsburg who they remember

encouraging to consider Augsburg. This speaks highly of the peer influence in the college

decision-making process.

Of particular interest was that of the two transfer students who participated, both
were referred to Augsburg by a peer who currently attended, both looked at Augsburg

knowing that theatre would be their major, both met with Darcey at length during their
campus

visit, and both attended multiple main stage productions. This shows that peer

influence of current sfudents to recruit transfer students is noteworthy.
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Parental Influence
As demonstrated in students' response to the initial question about where they

first learned of Augsburg, students are deeply influenced by their parents. While none of
the questions asked anything about their parents, every one of the 17 participants
mentioned their parents or guardians. Going back to initial recollections of leaming

of

Augsburg, four of the 17 specifrcally recalled learning of Augsburg through a parent or
guardian. Two of these parentslguardians were alum. One of these, whose grandparents
were her guardians, said, "My grandmother came here... My grandma got me an

application for Augsburg." With the exception of the two transfer students and the
student from the Southwest, each of the participants brought their parents or guardians to
campus for either a production or an on-campus tour or event

One sfudent who never went on an official tour remembered, "My dad just said,

'That's a good place for yor:,' and that was it. I was comfortable here, just that one time I
came to see the show." Another said,

"I was impacted by his decision on what he [father]

thought about both colleges... It was an influence, and I did value his opinion."
One student recalled his father coming into his study hall to tell him about the

Performing Arts Scholarship deadline that he had just learned about when calling the
Admissions Office that morning, and telling his son he had to skip his afternoon classes
to fiIl out the application that day in order to meet the deadline. Another recalled his
mother not liking an institution because she thought the people were cold, and her
.

opinion, in turn, clouded his opinion of the school.
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Faculty Infiuence
While the relationship,between prospective student and theatre faculty members
were newly formed relationships, they also had a very powerful influence in students'
decision to attend Augsburg. Each of the

l7

students mentioned some level of interaction

with an Augsburg faculry member during their college search process. In one case this
was two computer science professors, and in another it was both an art and a theatre
professor, but for each of the other mentions, it was only a theatre professor.

In the following excerpt,

a

biology major who never intended to major in theatre

reveals the influence that theatre had in her decision to attend Augsburg.

INTERVIEWER: WHAT WAS YOUR TOP REASON FOR CHOOSING
AUGSBURG?

Student: Initially, I thought it would be because I was informed that they had a
really great biology program and they were looking into all of these new ideas for
a new science building and all that and I thought, 'Okay, I'm going to be a
biology major, and if they've got a great program, maybe other schools know
about that, and when I go to grad school, that little Augsburg title on my
application might be enough to push me over above somebody else if they think a
private school is something that is more desirable.'

INTERVIEWER: WHO INFORMED YOU OF OUR .REALLY GREAT,
BIOLOGY PROGRAM?
Student: [in awhisper] I don'tknow... fiouder] I wonder if Darcey told my Dad!
I remember my dad telling me 'I think they've got a really great biology
program,' and I wonder if he heard it from her. I'rn not positive, but that's where
assurne it was. . . I may have just seen something on the Web site? I don't know!

INTERVIEWER: WERE YOU EVER CONTACTED BY THE SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT?
Student: I was not.
(Later in the conversation)

INTERVIEWER: WHAT IF YOU HAD MR. METCALF AS A TEACHER,
AND HE WAS LIKE, "YAY, AUGSBURG, YAY AUGSBIJRG," BUT TFTERE
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WAS NO DRAMA DAY, AND YOU NEVER CAME TO THE PLAY, AND
YOU NEVER MET DARCE,Y ENGEN?
Student: I probably wouldn't have chosen Augsburg. Probably not. I think
Darcey really was the clincher, because I remember seeing her face, and she was
so, ya know, just excited about, 'Oh, you're [name], It's so great to meet you,'
and when I came for the scholarship, she was very welcoming, and I think, just
made me feel comfortable.
This conversation shows how one faculty member has the power to influence a student's
decision to attend an institution, even when the student is not planning to major in that

professor's academic area.

Results Section

IV:

Theatre Students as a Social Unit

"Fitting in" is a fundamental need for all humans. For students preparing to decide
where they

will

spend the next four years of their lives, this need is exaggerated. As they

are looking at the buildings and the campus, they are simultaneously scrutinizing the

current student body to identifu whether or not this would be a place they would be able

to make friends and

"fit in."

For theatre students, especially, this sense of corrmunity is fundamental, as seen

in the literafure review. Theatre students, perhaps more so than any other extracurricular
or academic group, depend on teamwork and also a deep sense of trust and respect, as the
nature of theatre is to explore collaboratively the human condition. Theatre students
spend long hours together in preparation of a show as well as in attending local theatre

presentations. Judging whether there

will

be a sense of community and social bond

for

them at a particular college is therefore of extreme significance in their college decision.
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Students' Early Perspectives of the Social Climile
The participants had very positive recollections of their exposure to current
theatre students while being recruited. One student specifically recalled a phone call from
a current theatre student, while for nine others, it was when they came to campus to

audition on Scholarship Day that they met current theatre students. The two students who
attended Drama Day recalled that the student actors seemed "really cool." Three students

got to meet current theatre students while on a campus tour. Three other students had
friends who were in theatre at Augsburg and got to meet friends of theirs because of it.
The friendliness on the part of the cument students was very influential and made
them feel that they would fit in at Augsburg. One student chose Augsburg over another
college because it seemed to her that Augsburg students seemed to know each other more
than the students at the other institution" Another student pointed out an underclass friend

who decided on Augsburg after watching

a theatre rehearsal and then

"hung out" with

him and his theatre friends later that night, citing that the combination of contact with the
faculty

as

well

as

with students was

a

winning combination.

The following quote gives credence to Richard, Gipe and Duffy's findings (1 gg|),

which state that arts students tend to be best friends with each other:
That's where most of my friendships were built during high school, andthat
would be somewhere where I could meet a while new group of friends at college,
and so that would give me a social base that I would not necessarily make in the
biology department.
Another student shared how important the social network is for theatre students is:

...The theatre department is also like a friend group outside of it. It's not like an
English major... it's not like those people are a group of people who hang out, but
theatre people do, so I think it makes it very different... When you go to your
theatre classes, you're in a class with all your friends, and with all the people.that
you also work in shows with. And if you go to math class andyou're a math
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major, these are just people that you see in your class. You might leave and not
ever talk to them again... It's kind of like a famitywithin the Augsburg
community. Like, the theatre department is very close.
For theatre students, this strong sense of community was fundamentat in their decision to
renaain engaged in theatre and, for some, to declare

it

as a major.

AugSem
Augsburg Seminar, or "AugSem," is part of Augsburg's First Year Experience

Initiatives, a program that has eamed national recognition. First year students are
assigned to an AugSem group based on their academic interest. This group meets several

times during orientation, and then weekly during the first semester. Students tiving in the
residence halls are placed on a floor with sfudents of their gender from their AugSem.

This allows for a connection between the academic life and social life of the student.
The group is led by a faculty member from that academic discipline, a staff

mentor, and a peer leader, who typically is an upper-class student majoring in that field.
The program is designed to create a sense of community while also facilitating social

integration to the Augsburg community and beyond.
Students considering theatre arts as a major are encouraged to register for the
theatre-based AugSem. Darcey Engen serves as the faculty mentor, and

I serve

as the

staff mentor. The student leader changes from year to year.

While there was not a specific question about AugSem in the interview, it was
mentioned in three of the interviews. "The theatre AugSem was great, because it builds

community right away," said one student. Another said, "I was very nervous about
coming to college... but I've made some great friends here, and I really tike how in the
dorms they do that, [ike, you'repaired with people with the same interest of you, like,
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everyone that was in my AugSem are my best friends," The third sfudent that mentioned
her frustrations with AugSem in that she could not get into an art class she wanted
because

it was specifically for AugSem students. Yet, in speaking of her own AugSem

experience, said, "Theatre people naturally stick together, and we did that." These
quotations affirm the findings in the literature review about theatre students having other
theatre students as their best friends. The theatre-based AugSem therefore is a natural

way to bring like students together and to expedite the development of their friendships.

Results Section

V:

The Process of Declaring a Major

While not all students involved in Augsburg College theatre (or in this study) are
declared theatre arts majors, in the end it is the number of theatre arts majors that
graduate each year that the College uses to measure the department's success. In other

words, the primary purpose of recruiting theatre students to Augsburg College is to keep
them in the theatre arts major or to convert them to it, so that a certain number of theatre
arts majors ultimately graduate each year. This aspect of the research is essential to

consider when making recommendations to the Theatre futs Department.

It was therefore important to determine whether sfudents involved in theatre had
come to Augsburg with the intent to rnajor in theatre, or if they had been "recruited" to
the major once they got to Augsburg. Another aspect of this was whether any students

who had intended to major in theatre decided against it after they started Augsburg, and if
so, why.

As stated in the methodology, 11 of the participants were theatre majors at the
time of the interview. Of these 11, only five came to Augsburg with the intent to major in
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Theatre Arts. Five students who came in with Performing Arts Scholarships in Theatre
planned to major in it. Six students, on the other hand, had simply ptanned to be involved

in theatre as an extracurricular activity but later decided to declare it as their major. Two
students who had intended to major in theatre changed their mind once they got to

Augsburg.

Four participants who were not theatre majors had never planned to be a theatre
major, but they had planned to he involved in theatre, therefore intentionally considered
the theatre program during their college search. Examples include an international
relations major that was very involved in theatre throughout high school but never
considered as a career.

"I was always looking at theatre when I was looking at other

schools. I always wanted to see the theatre and talk to the theatre department."

It is siguificant to consider how the six students not intending to major in theatre
were "converted." These findings are discussed below.

Quality of the Program
Two students who came in not planning to major in theatre were actually lured to
the major by the quality of the shows they witnessed. One student claimed that he would

not have chosen to major in theatre if he woutd have chosen to attend a college other than
Augsburg. He said,
I just went to [a play at Bethel] about two months ago, and it was horrible. . . I am
sure I wouldn't be a theatre major had I not come to Augsburg. 'Cause if I woutd
have ended up at Bethel, I think I would have been embarrassed to be in theatre.
Not to be mean or anything, but it was just really bad.

Later on in this same interview, the sfudent revealed AugSem's role in his conversion:

I was planning on vocal performance, and then I looked at theatre, and I said... I
just want to be in the theatre AugSem. It sounds like more fun.. . And getting into

s2

it, I just kept kind of going the theatre route, and then I decided to be a theatre
major.
Therefore, his decision to become a theatre major was based on a combination of the

quality of the department itself and being attracted to register for the theatre AugSem.
Another student's decision to be involved in theatre at Augsburg was also due to
the quality thathe witnessed:
reasons that

I

"I came and saw Into theWoods. That's one of the other

started doing the theatre, because it was wonderful... That made a big

difference." Therefore, the strength of the program itself draws majors in.

Faculty
Students had many positive things to say about the theatre faculty at Augsburg.

The fact that they enjoy and respect the faculry definitely adds to, and sometimes leads

to, their decision to be involved in theatre. For example, one student was plaruring to
major in secondury English education since high sshool. Here is an excerpt of that
conversation:

INTERVIEWER: WHEN DID YOU ADD THEATRE?
Student: Fall of my freshman year of college I was cast in a show, and I just loved

it.

INTERVIEWER: DO YOU THINK IT WAS TTM ACTUAL FACULTY THAT
HAD AN INFLUENCE ON YOU TO BECOME A THEATRE MAJOR OR
MORE THAT THE SUBJECT ruST CLICKED?
Student: The faculty, actually, I think did, because when I first went to Darcey, I
told her I was considering being a theatre major, and my mom didn't want to me,
and I had a long talk with Darcey for about an hour, and she was like, 'If you need
me to call up your mother and talk with her,' and I'm like, 'No, I'11 be fine. I'll try
to give her the schpiel you gave me.' Just about how practical it is to be a theatre
major. She really helped me out through that. Just to make sure it was a good
choice and it was okay to be a theatre major.
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In other words, faculty have the potential to affirm for students (and their parents) that the
theatre arts major is a good one, regardless of whether the student plans to work in theatre

or not.
Reasons Students Opt Out of the Theatre

Major

To the conhary, two students who entered Augsburg with the intention

of

declaring a theatre major decide against it. For one, she did not get cast in any shows her
freshman year and decided she was more interested in film, which had just been approved
as a new major. She shared, "The focus has changed a

little, though, because I wanted to

be an actress, and now I've been doing more of the technical side. . . since I didn't make
any of the plays in acting." There is a clear correlation between failure to get cast in
shows and one's decision away from a theatre major. Another student's comments
reiterate this thought:

I know a bunch of people that come in saying that they're going to be a theatre
arts major, and then because they don't make it into any of the mainstage shows
their freshmen year, drop that major. And that's too bad... If there were more
other workshops and lab experimental type things going on... I know that's
something that they're working on.
Indeed, since the interviews took place in 2004, the number of productions has increased

from three to six, and two sfudent-run groups, "music+theatre" (musical theatre) and
Outside the Box, have been created to allow for additional performance opporfunities.

The other student who changed from a theatre major to an art major did so once
she realized that her true interests lay

in the artistic areas of theatre. This is an example of

a vocational decision that in no way was related to not being cast. In fact, she has held

some of the lead female roles in the department.
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A Note on Gender
Of the six students who came in not intending to major in theatre but ultimately
choosing to major in theatre, four of the six were male. At the same time, of the students

who came in planning to major in theatre and later changed their mind were both female.
While it is true that there were more fernales than males in the study to begin with, these
findings provide evidence that it may be more difficult to recruit and retain females in the
theatre arts major at Augsburg than males.

Also of interest is that of the six male participants, three missed the Performing
Arts Scholarship deadline because they did not apply to Augsburg until late in the spring
of their senior year, while not one of the 1 I female participants missed the application
deadline. One of the males who did get the scholarship application in on time only did so
because his father took him out of class to complete the application on the day that it was

due. This demonstrates that female students are more timely in completing their college
and scholarship applications than their male counterparts.

Results Section

Of interest

V[:

Student Perspectives

are the students' perspectives on their experience being recruited by

other colleges, as well as their own recommendations for ways in which they think the

Theake Arts Department could be more successful in recruiting a higher quantity and

quality of theatre students. These recommendations fall under two main categories:
increasing visibility and building relationships.
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Critiques of Other Colleges

In comparing their experience as a prospective student at Augsburg versus other
institutions they were considering, several themes emerged. The most frequent comment
was that Augsburg just felt friendlier than the other schools. Two students specifically
mentioned that they could see themselves fitting in at Augsburg more so than at the other
choices.
Students were clearly turned

off by what they considered "disorganization" by

colleges under investigation. Two students recalled visiting campuses where they felt as

though the college was not prepared for their visit. One student actually cancelled her
application to one college the same day she visited due to the cold feeling she
experienced there. One student had a wonderful experience with a faculty member during
her campus visit at another college, but was turned off when this same faculty member

did not remember her at a theatre production not long afterwards. Students reported
feeling turned off when their guides did not know anything about the theatre department
and also lost interest in colleges that did not supply them with literature about their areas

of academic and co-curicular interest.

S tudent

Recommendatio ns

At the end of the interview, subjdcts were invited to offer their own suggestions of
how Augsburg could recruit

a

higher quantity and quality of theatre students. The most

commonly sited comments, which will be expanded upon below, were to increase the

visibility of

1) the college in general,2) the theatre department's quality, and 3) our
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urban location. The importance of relationship building was also stressed in a few

interviews.

fncrease Visibility
Especially for students who discovered Augsburg later in their search process,
getting the name of Augsburg "out" earlier was stressed. Suggestions for doing this
included to have a website featuring great photographs of campus and the city, to include
student comments in each section of the website, and to highlight successful alumni in
the arts. Two students criticized Augsburg's emphasis on the sciences, in particular with
the then-recent announcement of an alumnus receiving a Nobel Prize in Chemistry. These
students voiced wanting to hear success stories of alumni in the arts.
Three students called out the importance of attractive literature in their selection
process. One student recommended:
Change the brochures.. . I was totally swayed by appearances. The only reason I
wanted to go to the University of Puget Soundwas that their flyerwas so good. It
had all these beautiful pictures of the campus....I want to seewhat Augsburg
looks like - and good pictures, not silly pictures.
The participant that was the most web-savrry and the one from farthest away both
recornmended improving the theate department website, particularly by adding more

pictures. A student from outside the Midwest suggested that admissions counselors travel
to her area. She said:
Have a traveling recruiter go from school to school in the South West.., Not
everyone likes the warmth... It didn't appeal to me at all. I am sure there are more
people like me who don't mind the cold, particularly in places of high elevation.
Like New Mexico would be a good place to recruit, the south west corner of
Texas would be a great place to recruit, because there are a lot of Lutherans down
there... Of course, I'd say the high schools in L.A.
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Another recommendation, which was given by four participants, was to increase visibility

of Augsburg's urban, Minneapolis location. "There's a huge art community in
Minneapolis and while that's said, there are no pictures," said one student. Listing rnore

of the department-affitiated internships and local theatres and arts organizations was
suggested.

Build Relationships
Suggestions regarding relationship-building included: to match overnight hosts

with guests by interest area when possible, to have current theatre students call prospects
and invite them to a show, and to talk to theatre directors. One student shared:

Talk to directors. The thing is, in high school, there's not really theatre
departments... In my high school, she was also an English teacher. Talk to
speech coaches, and have us _. the students - and the professors come in and do
workshops. The problem is the lack of tirne! Invite patrons to send invitations to
our shows to get the word out about Augsburg, about the theatre department.
This recommendation is especially significant in light of the number of students who
became interested in Augsburg due to referral by their theatre director or teacher.

Concluding Remarks
Overall, the participants learned about Augsburg College through personal
referrals- The impact that word of mouth has cannot be overestimated. Seeing the quality

of the productions made a huge impact

as

well. The friendliness and personal contact by

theatre faculty and Admissions alike were also cruciat in the students' decision to attend

Augsburg. This friendliness was exhibited through individual contact initiated by
members of the Augsburg community, including faculty, admissions staff, and current
students, as well as during on-campus events ranging from Drama Day and theatre
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productions to Scholarship Day. The theatre students tended to rely upon "vibes" and
feelings, and often cited visual cues such as posters or photographs as piquing their
attention. The students frequently referred to their parents and guardians during the

interviews. These findings, along with the knowledge gained through the literature
review, will form the basis for recommendations provided in the recommendations
section.
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CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS
This study successfully extended beyond the overt factors affecting college
decision-making and delved deeper into student opinions and experiences, exposing the
relational and subliminal factors at play. It filled a gap in research by establishing a
common group, of factors particularly important to theatre students in choosing a collegeThe data supports the hypothesis that the early, deliberate, and multi-faceted recruitment
strategies employed by the Theahe Arts Department are directly tinked to student interest

in Augsburg College. Additional findings emerged, however, which follow.
Conclusions
What I discovered was that, even in this age of technology, the most powerful
recruitment factor comes down to the connection between people. Lapps' research
(1975), which stated that personal relationships and in-person special events were the
most effective recruitment tools, proved to hold true as seen in the stories of the 15
shrdents who cited personal referrals as the ways they came to consider Augsburg

College- Whether the referral was from a parcnt/guardian, peer, or teacher, these students
show perfunctory impressionability.

While eight of the 17 students also attributed personal referral as the way they
learned of the Theatre Arts Department, for five others, it was on their campus tour that

they made the discovery. This shows the importance that the student ambassadors have
upon a student's knowledge of and interest in a particular area. Additionally, because of
the frequency of comments the students made referring to the friendliness of the College,

it is clear that personal interactions make the largest impact on theatre students.
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The frequency that students referred to their theatre teachers is evidence that
professional and personal relationships between the Augsburg Theatre Arts Department
and high school theatre directors is essential, as are personal connections with the

prospective students themselves. These connections can be fostered through individual
contact such as phone calls, mailings, and e-mails, and by inviting directors and students

to campus for special events, campus visits, and productions. While there is value in
sending the department "out" to these contacts, such as through workshops, getting
theatre students and their families to campus to meet with a theatre faculty member, get a

tour of the facilities, and see a main stage production is the best recruitment strategy
possible. The fact that several of Augsburg's top theatre teacher connections are at or
nearing retirement is a threat that the department needs to prepare for.
The ten students who came to at least one theatre production attributed it as a

major factor in their decision to attend Augsburg. These students each were invited by

a

current theatre student or a faculty member to attend the show, which makes it clear that

this is key to attracting serious theatre students to the College.
The findings also showed that theatre students are extremely aware of and
dependent upon social relationships. These students are looking at colleges for how they

anticipate fitting in socially as much as or even more than for the academics, facilities,
and even financial aid. The more that a prospective student feels they

will "fit in" with

other theatre students socially, the better. Therefore, introducing prospects to theatre
majors and allowing for relationships to start is a huge factor in recruiting them to
Augsburg.
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The role of the parent cannot be overestimated with theatre students either, as is
seen in the many stories given which showed the parents' role in the students' decision-

making process. Admissions staff and theatre faculty must remember to reach out to
parents, to educate them of the value of a theatre arts major, and to keep them reminded

of upcoming opportunities in the department, such as productions and scholarship
deadlines.

The students' criticism of the Augsburg College website and print materials
shows that, while these communications did not make or break the deal for them to
choose Augsburg, they definitely play a secondary role. Attention to quality and

professionalism, therefore, must extend beyond the theatre productions themselves and

work their way into the department's print publications and website. Attractive
photographs showing the facilities, students, faculty, and Augsburg's urban location play
a part

in filting in gaps in the students' knowledge of Augsburg and the Theatre Arts

Department- Showcasing successful alums also goes a long way in recruiting students to
Augsburg, especially for theatre students who are anxious about the future.
The findiogs also provided insight into the Theatre Arts Department's own

recruiting initiatives. Drama Day, while seen as a positive experience, was not at the root

for students' decisions to attend Augsburg-it was the teachers, particularly those who
were Augsburg alum, who had the greater impact on the students. The Performing Arts
Scholarship itself was the deciding factor for only three of the 17 students, and yet it
became apparent that Scholarship Day, the day on which they came to campus to

audition, was the true clincher. Perhaps more than anything, it was the individual contact
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and attention that the students received from the theatre faculty that impacted their

decision to choose Augsburg College.

While students' majors may change as they discover their vocations, it is
important that the Theatre Arts Department provide as many performance opportunities
as possible to students, whether they are main stage

or student-directed shows. Also,

because the two students who were "missed" by the theatre department during their

initial

college search were both vocal performance sfudents, it may be beneficial for the
department to include vocal music students in their general mailings.

Limitations

It is the hope of the researcher that other academic departments

at Augsburg

College will use this research as a catalyst to think about and develop their own

recruitment plan, and that faculty and staff will see the challenge before them as an
opp

o

rtunity for inter-dep artmental

co llab

o

rati on.

It is important, however, to remember that departments school

- may vary. The theatre arts major is an entirely

even

within the same

different experience than, say, the

religion rnajor. Also, students looking to major in theatre arts possess characteristics
different from students planning to major in accounting. A prospective chemistry major,

for example, might prefer to read mail from a professor rather than receive

a personal

phone ca[I at home- Other departrnents interested in my findings may wish to complete a

similar research process to help them pinpoint areas of strength in recruiting as well
areas

as

for growth.
Also, while the results of this study may be of interest to other institutions, it is

important to remember that institutions vary, and therefore how students at Augsburg
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ended up at Augsburg may not be same reasons why other students end up at another

particular institution. Each institution should propose their own study into what attracts
their top students, and to emulate those actions and to build up where they are lacking.
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FURTHER RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES
Although this project attempted to determine the most important factors affecting
theatre students' decision to attend Augsburg College, there are several further issues that

merit research of their own.
First, it would be extremely insightful to hear the stories of those students who
were considering attending Augsburg for theatre but who, ultimately, did not choose to
attend Augsburg. Related to this would be studying the recruitment strategies of the
colleges they chose in comparison to Augsburg's. Second, it would be of interest to
consider the issue of gender balance as it relates to the field of college theatre, including
differences between genders in the college search. Another area of interest is the impact

of the theatre facilities upon recruitment. This would shed light on the physical or
environmental factors that come into play in a student's college choice. Next, parallels
and differences in the college decision process hetween students involved in the arts and

those involved in athletics, the humanities, professional studies, or the sciences would
pose an interesting study. Finally, a study considering retention issues of theatre students

at Augsburg College would be a question worth pursuing.

While this project represents an initial attempt to pinpoint factors influencing

a

specific group of students to attend Augsburg College, it is not meant to be a "magic

bullet" to fuIfill all departments' recruitment dreams. Nor does it attempt to diagnose
recruitment ailments and provide a quick anecdote for schools other than Augsburg. The
fact remains that students are changing every duy, as quickly as the world around us
changes. Those of us who work in marketing higher education must never stop seeking to
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know and understand our audiences, for it is by knowing our audiences that we are able
to truly convey a message that matters.
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DESCRIPTION OF FINAL PROJECT
In order to ensure dissemination and application of research findings, I will
present my study, findings, and recommendations to Theatre Arts Department Faculty in

January 2007 . Both full-time and adjunct faculty

will be invited, including technical

theatre and scene shop support, along with the College's Fine Arts Manager and

Admissions staff. The presentation

will include time for discussion

among those present.

Notes will be available in print for those not present as well as posted in my public file on
the college database.

In order to fulfill my second purpose of the study, which is to allow this project to
serve as a catalyst to other departments, I

will host a discussion for faculty from other

of

departments, that they might learn of the nature of my research and receive a handout
general recommendations (see Appendix E). I

will advertise this discussion through the

on-campus daily email as well as send personal invitations to faculty I know of whom

I

feel would be interested. This includes the closely related departments of music and art.
is my hope that these two discussions

will create a"brtzz" that will

pique the interest

It

of

faculty and provide a forum in which collaboration between departments and Admissions
may be renewed or, in some cases, created for the very first time.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Considering both the findings of the research as well as theories that emerged
through the literature review, I have come up with the following recommendations. They
are organized in order of importance of the themes that emerged through the research.

1. Optimize the power of peer influence.
Word of mouth is the best publicity, and it is free.
I

Train our culrent theatre students how to speak about the program so that they can
be great advocates with their peers and communities away from campus.
Continue to provide a vehicle for current theatre students to share names of
friends "back home" with Admissions. (This is currently a requirement for all
Performing Arts Scholarship recipients.)
Get our theatre department alumni back into their high schools to help out with
shows, speak about their Augsburg experience, and provide a college "resource"
to them. Give them the theatre calendar piece to hand out to prospective students
they may come into contact with

I

Design an "Augsburg Theatre" item of clothing or gimmick for all who
participate, both on stage and behind stage, to attract attention and generate
publicity both on campus as well as away from campus.

I

Provide a gimmick for prospective theake students who visit or attend a play to
share with a friend or to create btzz. (One example could be a button or sticker
that says, "I went to a play at Augsburg, and it was great." This could be handed
out to students who attend Drama Day or when they come to the box office to
claim their free tickets.)
Continue to use positioning language to reinforce our reputation. (It does not
matter who the message comes from, but that it comes, such as in the case of the
biology major.)

2. Optimize alumni connections.
Utilize our alumni, especially teachers and theatre directors, to promote Augsburg
College and the Theatre Arts Department.

Work with Alumni Office and faculty (retired and current) to identiff alumni who
are in contact with prospective college students.
Pay visits to their schools and theatres, offering free workshops or attending
productions. Following performances, go backstage to meet the actors and crew!
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Make sure the alumni are on departrnental and college mailing lists.
Provide an incentive for teachers/directors to recommend students, whether it is
offering to do a complimentary workshop in their school, or simply write them a
personal thank you note and including the invitation to claim complimentary
theahe tickets.
r

Leave them with a visual reminder of Augsburg College, such as a sweatshirt,
ffiug, or college pennant.

Host on-campus events for theatre alumni, such as reserving a block of tickets and
having a wine and cheese reception following a performance. (Find reasons to
celebrate, such as a director's last show before retirement or to celebrate ten years
of a professor's tenure at Augsburg.)

3. Increase

college and department visibility through publications and website.

I

Continue to use multiple mailings to heighten prospective students' awareness of
the program (including year-at-a-glance flier in the early fall to all theatre
prospects from sophomores to transfers, theatre inffoduction letter and department
outline following first inquiry letter to senior/transfer theatre prospects, and Fine
Arts Magazine or similar promotion piece sent to all accepted senior/transfer
interested in theatre. Also, post card invitation to admissions-sponsored Fine Arts
Discovery Night or other on-campus events.)

I

Develop a more visually attractive theatre piece with a lot of pictures or
individual post card campaign. (One idea is to focus on different areas of
involvement in theatre, using pictures and stories/quotations to highlight each
area, including: acting, set design, costumes/make-up, and stage-managing.)
Also, continue to heighten awareness of Augsburg's location in the heart of the
theatre district. Include photos or mapping of the local theatres surrounding the
Augsburg campus in recruitment rnaterials and on the website.

I

Keep website updated, full of photographs of students, campus, and the city. Add
links specifically geared to prospective students as well as theatre teachers and
directors.

!

Hang more pictures in the Green Room, as it is used as a holding space for
scholarship auditions and the introductory meeting each fatt.
Send out campus events schedules to accepted students including ALL athletic
events, conferences, plays, etc. This will potentially catch the students who have
not disclosed or identified their interest on inquiry forms or applications in the
past.
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Develop a theatre or fine arts poster to distribute to community college and high
school green rooms, music room billboards, etc.

4. Draw upon the Office of Undergraduate Admissions' existing campus visit
program.
I

Continue cross-training student arnbassadors so that all campus tours include the
theatre (or, when the theatre is locked or unavailable, the theake hallway). Ensure
that all ambassadors can clearly articulate key information about the Theatre Arts
Department.

Identifu a specific theatre tour guide to lead behind-stage tours during campus
visits for those students expressing theatre as an interest.
Train the student ambassadors to mention in every tour that prospective students
and their families are given complimentary tickets to any of the theatre
productions.
5. Never underestimate the influence of one's parents or guardians.
I

Use every opporfunity to connect with parents/guardians. When calling a student
and they are not at home, ask to speak to the parent.

Collect parent emails, and send scholarship and other important admissions
deadlines to them as well as to the student.
Make sure to speak about or draft literature stressing the outcomes of a theatre
major or of a liberal arts education to parents. Their most significant question
pertains to results, so it is necessary to give real examples of success in the "real

world."

6. Don't stop recruiting

once they become a student!

Do not rule out non-theatre majors at the prospective phase. These are sometimes
the most active students in the department and can turn into majors. Related to
this, recruit from new freshmen and transfer students as they are just starting to
explore possible majors at Augsburg.
I

More clearly articulate audition dates, theatre informational meeting etc. with
students through email invitations, posters, department butletin board, and
A-Mail. (The scholarship recipients are the most informed, but many nonrecipients are not aware of dates etc.)

ALL
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Appendix A
Theatre Arts Program
Marketing Plan
200 1 -2003

Theatre Arts Program
Mission
Guiding Principles from Catalogue
/pirmly grounded in the liberal arts
/Cross-discip linary connecti ons

/Classical, modern, contemporary, multicultural plays
/Cooo*ctions with professional theatre
/Unique learning laboratory: academic learning & professional training
for Student Achievement
rBasic Knowledge of:
vTheatre History and Criticism
vDramatic Literature (Plays)
rPerformance skills - acting & directing
vDesign and Technical theake
vSet, lighting, costumes

Obj ectives

Portrait of the Theatre Arts Program
'4 full-time faculty members
' 3 -4 adj unct instructors
'Various artist presenters
'Artists in Residence
Portrait of the Theatre Arts Program
'3 main stage productions per year
'30 - 40 students involved in each
'4-5 studio productions per year

'10-20 students each
Portrait of the Theatre Arts Program
'Theatre futs Major
'Dance/Theatre Licensure Maj or
'Theatre Arts Minor

'Film Minor
'Theatre History and Criticism Dramahrgy Minor
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Portrait of the Theatre Arts Program

Artist Series
,/7 - 10 presentations or workshops per year
/Given by professional theatre artists
Anecdotal Information: Graduate Schools
.The University of MN Theatre and Drarna Ph.D. Program
.The Universify of Hawaii-Manoa Theatre MFA, Ph.D. program
.Rutgers University Theatre MFA program
.The Actors' Studio, New University, New York City
.ACT, San Francisco
.Tisch School of the Arts, New York City
Anecdotal Information - Employment
/Theatre de [a Jeune Lune
/ChitOren's Theatre

/Theater Mu

/Ivory

Merchant Films (NYC)
Productions (Orlando, FL)

/Disrr*y

Anecdotal Information - Internships
'Guthrie Theater
'Theatre de la Jeune Lune
'Theater Mu
'Illusion Theater
'Children's Theater
'Playwrights' Center: Play Labs
Anectotal Information - Service to the Community - Who
.Augsburg College
.Surrounding Community
.Alums

.Twin Cities
Anectotal Information - Service to the Community - What
.Artistic expression
.Community connection: students, faculty, staff, families
.Intellectual and spiritual quest, healing
.Entertainment
Current Recruitment Strategies
(Departmental)

'Performing Arts Scholarships and Auditions
'Drama Day
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'Summer Institute
'Coordination with Admissions
-Student Inquiries
-Campus Visits
Situational Analysis
A.Internal Institutional Data
B . External Environmental Data
C.Synthesis and prioritization: SWOT

A. Intemal Institutional Data
Theatre gradpates per year
Theatre Majors
Entering Students Indicating Drama Interest Code
Performing Arts Scholarship Auditions
Drama Day
High Schools Attending Drama Day
Summer Institute # Attendees

II. Situational Analysis
B. External Environmental Data
6 other undergraduate theatre programs in the Twin Cities
3 ACTC THEATRE PROGRAMS
l.Macalester College

2.Hamline University
3.College of St. Catherine and St. Thomas Univ.

- JOINT PROGRAM

Other Twin Cities Programs

'Concordia University
'Bethel College
'University of Minnesota
-BA Program
-BFA Program

II. Situational Analysis
C. SWOT
Strengths - Location
'Heart of a major theater center: urban
'l mile from site of the new Guthrie Theater
.Within walking distance: West Bank Theatre Diskict, Playwrights' Center
'Only small, liberal arts theatre program in Mpls.
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Strengths - Connections to Professional Theatre
'Entire faculty: professional theatre experience and connections
'Strong internship and hiring history with professional theatres
.Artist Series: Professionals come to campus
'Using the TC theatre scene as a learning laboratory for students
Strengths: High Quality Theatre Productions
'Highly qualified Faculfy and adjuncts (directors, designers, teachers)
'Professional quality productions

'Talented student actors and directors
Strengths - Other

'CLASS and Step-Up Programs.
'Opportunities for students to perform

' Graduate Schools
'Film Minor/ Film Studio
'Dance/Theatre Licensure
'Excellent facilities

'CAD
Strengths: Courses

.Playwriting
.Music Theater
.Asian and Asian American Theatre
.Acting for the Camera
.Contemporary Issues in Film
.16 mm Film
.Dance classes: Lifetime Sports
Strengths - Performing Arts Scholarships
'10+ can be offered per year

'$2,500 per year
'Renewable for 3 years
Esther Olson Endowment Fund
'New signage
'CAD and Sound Design Systems
'Plotter
Strengths - Collaboration with Admissions, High Schools
'Bethany Bierman, Admissions

'High School teachers
'Alums who are HS teachers

17

Strengths - Promotion

'Fine Arts Coordinator: Cathy Anderson
'Public Relations: Cherie Christ
'Public Relations: Lyon Mena, Kathy Rumpza
Strengths - Promotion
.Publications
-Season Brochure
-Posters
-Postcards
-Programs
-Theatre Packets

-A-Mail
-Fine Arts Newsletter
-Admissions Publications
Strengths - Promotion

'Newspaper Calendar Listings
'Occasional Special Coverage in the Media
'Coverage in NOl4l
Weaknesses -Need for concise mission statement
.Lack of rehearsal / second performing space

.Lack of staff support
.New calendar
-Season shortened by I month
-Fewer FTE, growing # of majors
-Need for dance space
-Lack of diversity, theatre student population
.Aging lighting equipment

Opportunities .Increasing # of theatre majors
.Increasing # of graduating majors/minors
.Performing Arts Scholarships (+$t,000)
.Increasing interest of entering students
.New dance/theater licensure maj or
.Possible new Film Major
.New Guthrie Theater complex
Threats/Challenges
.Occasional loss of students to professional or cornmunity theatre.
.Effect of study abroad on productions & eruollment
.Need for curriculum review

7B

-Tj ornhom-Nelson Theater (size)

.The University of Minnesota BA and BFA programs
.Other Twin Cities Programs

Vivid Descriptors: Location
rNationally recognized regional theater center
.Proximity of program to professional theater community

Vivid Descriptors: Connections
.Entire faculty has professional experience and connections.
.Intemships
.Professionals on campus
.Curriculum uses city as a laboratory.

Vivid Descriptors: Professional

Standards
professional
High
standards for main stage and studio theatre productions

Vivid Descriptors: Performance Opportunities
Students are given many opportunities to perform.

Vivid Descriptors: Special Offerings
-Acting for the Camera
.16 mm. Film
.Music Theatre
.Asian and Asian American Theatre
.Playwriting
.Dance/Theatre Licensure Major
-Film Minor
Marketing Goals 2001-2003
'Increase by five the number of Theatre Majors entering fall 2002
'Increase an additional five by fall 2003 (This increases the total nurnber of Theatre
majors from 40 to 50 in fwo years.)
'Maintain 10 Theatre graduates each year.
Strategies

l.Develop a concise Mission Statement.
2.Develop market research program:
.Factors that attract new sfudents
.Retention and Attrition factors
3.Institute high school workshops utilizing PAS recipients.
4.Collaborate with student services programs to increase diversity among theatre majors,
S.Collaborate with Director of Forensics on joint recruitment.
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Appendix B
"Recruitment in Augsburg College's Theatre Department"
CONSENT FORM

You are invited to be in a research study of the recruitment of theatre students at Augsburg College. You
were selected as a possible participant because of your involvement in the Performing Arts Scholarship
program or because you were recommended by a theatre faculty member. We ask that you read this form
and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by me as part of my Leadership Application Project for the Master of, Arts in
Education at Augsburg College

Background lnform ation

:

The purpose of this study is to determine the key factors in recruiting theatre-interested students to
Augsburg College in order to improve upon current recruitment procedures.

Procedures:

If you agree to be in this srudy, I will ask you to spend twenty to thirty minutes in an one-on-one interview
with me.
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
The direct benefits to participation are either a $5 gift certificate to the Augsburg coffee shop or an

Augsburg T-shirt-

You will receive payment at the time of the interview.
Indirect benefits to participation are helping to contribute to the knowledge of recruiting students to
Augsburg College.

Confidentiality:
The records of this study will be kept private. [n any sort of report I might publish, I will not include any
information that wilt make it possible to identify you. Research records will be kept in a locked file; only I
will have access to the records.

For purposes of recording details, I

will audio-tape in-person interviews. The tapes and all notes will

be

destroyed on June 30, 20M.

Voluntaly Nature of the StudY:
your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future relations with the CollegeIf you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without affecting those relationships- The
gift certificate or T-shirt will be given at the time of the interviewsContacts and Questions:
The researcher conducting this study is Bethany Bierman- You may ask any questions you have now- If you
have questions later, you may contact her at 61233A-L770. The advisor to this project is Tom Morgan. He
can be reached at 612-330-1773.

You will be given a copy of the form to keep for your records.

(Continued on back)
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Statement of Consent:

I have read the above information or have had it read to me. I have received answers to questions asked. I
consent to participate in the study.

Signature

Signature of investigator

Date

I consent to be audiotaped:
Signature

I consent to allow

Date
use of my direct quotations in the published thesis document.

Signature

Date

i
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I

I
I

I
I

i

I
I

I
I

I

i
I

i
i
I

:
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Appendix C

Interview Questions

t.

What is your fust recoltection of learning about Augsburg College?

2. How did you flrst learn of Augsburg's theatre department?
3. What is your major?
to be a theatre arts major when you first looked at Augsburg? If not,
how did you become involved in the theatre department?

4. Did you intend

5. Had you attended an Augsburg theatre production prior to enrolling?
your recollections about the performance? About the experience?
6. Didyou attend Drama Day at Augsburg prior to enrolling? If

If

so, what are

so, what are your

recollections about the event?
campus prior to enrolling? If so, what are your recollections
you meet with any faculty? Did you have a back-stage tour of the

7. Did you visit Augsburg's
about the visit? Did
theatre facilities?

8. What other colleges did you consider in your college search?
your experience being recruited by Augsburg compared to
your experience with these other schools.

9.

P1ease comment on how

10. Name the top reason why you chose Augsburg.
I

1. Has your experience at Augsburg lived up to your expectations? Why or why not?

I2. If you could

share one piece of advice with Augsburg regarding their recruiting

process, what would it be?

13. Would you recommend Augsburg to prospective students? Why or why not?
14. What could the College offer you that would add to your experience here?
15. Do you have any other insights to add?
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Appendix D

lnterview Notes
This appendix lays out the notes taken during the data analysis stage of the research.
While transcriptions exist of each of the interviews, this document pulls out the most
poignant of those quotes to capture the essence of the findings

What is your first recollection of Augsburg College?
Most students learned about Augsburg through personal referrats by family, teachers, or
friends. Several said they always lmew of Augsburg, whtle a couple othersfrom outside of
Minnesota had not heard of us until their college search" Overall, personal connections
played the most stgnificant role in introducing Augsburg to these students. This finding is
significant as we cofisiderwhere to invest the College's resources in order to butld our
iruquiry pool.

Througt, t i, girlfriend (at the tirne) who was looking at theatre and MFA programs
I' f, high school friend who went here for theatre
r ;\ friend from church went here
' Considered it in high school but price deterred her from applying... Later, a friend

'
.
'

going here encouraged her to consider transferring
Knew all the Lutheran colleges, but an Augsburg student who graduated from her
high school came back to help with the high school musical
Junior year of high school from a current student
Found out through high school choir teacher that his friend, who had been the lead
soprano in high school, had gone to Augsburg College. Later came to the spring
vocal invitational, run by Sonja Thompson, instructor in the Music Department:

"I thought if Maggie went here, and she is one of the best singers, I figured it
would be good, and my choir teacher told me it had a really good music
reputation."
Referrul by Family Member:
' Father attended his first two years of college at Augsburg College:
"But I wasn't going to go because my dad had gone here.. . We drove by during
Private College Week. I remember it being a nice campus... I liked the brick
buildings and the flowers."

'
'
.

Mother worked with a graduate (Joe Green); aunt did some research on theatre
schools and gave a list, including Augsburg, to her niece
"MY grandmother came here.. . My grandma got me an application for Augsburg."
Father is a Lutheran pastor and mentioned it to her
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Referral by an Alum:

.

.
.

Seventh grade social studies teacher was an alum (Jesse Lee) and spoke well of it;
later came to Minnesota Private College Week summer after tenth grade year to
check it out
Drama director/English teacher, his wife and two children went here (David Metcalf)
High school drama director (David Metcalf):

"I spent a good amount of time with

him because. . . a big bulk of my high school
career I participated in theatre, so he had mentioned it one time, that he had gone
to Augsburg, and I researched it on-line... recogrized that it was a real small
community, which is where I come from (a small community), so it seemed like a
place that would be really comfortable for me...I thought this would be a really
nice opporfunity to get to know my teachers and, ya know, on a first-named basis
as opposed to being a number at a state school like the U of MN or Wisconsin."
e

Freshman year of high school, her choir director was an alum and would play old
tapes and records of the Augsburg Choir

a

Freshman year of high school, had an alum for a theatre director (Janet Paone)

a

"As a junior I considered Augsburg. Are you familiar with Dan Sweet? He was big
into speech here as well as theatre.. . And he came back and said to me,
'Augsburg is great for theatre. It's wonderful. You look like you're enjoying
theatre. I think you should continue with it, and Augsburg would be great,' and he
listed off how he had gotten a lot of financial support from Augsburg and how the
different professors were great, and really kind of sold me on it. So at first I was
looking at Augsburg...but it was close to the Cities, and originally I wanted to get
away from where my brothers were going to be. And uh, it was a lot of money,
and it just sort of petered out. There was no real deciding factor that said, 'No, I
don't want to go there.' It just sort of lost steam."

Through flfi on-cfimpus event:
. Came to Auggie Fest (sponsored by campus ministry) with church's Bible study and
the location made her curious. Had never heard of Augsburg before.

How did you first learn of Augsburg's theatre department?
For many students, the answer to this was one in the silme as theirfirst tntroduction to
Augsburg, with personal referrals being a commonly menttoned response.

For others, however, they learnedfrom dffirent sources of the tlteatre department and,
for afew, itwasn't until after they had appliedfor admission that they learned of the
department.

B4

On the cilmpus tour:
' When she came for a tour of campus over spring break of her senior year; then being
in the theatre AugSem
a

On the Minnesota Private College Week tour. She remembers seeing the black box
theatre and thinking it would be fun to work in that type of a stage:

"I think a theatre rep was there -

either Darcey or Julie or one of the directors, or
even maybe Michael himself,. . I remember talking with somebody, and they got
me excited about possibilities of the PAS, first of all, and second of all, they gave
me all of the brochures and publications and made me feel a part of the
community, so that's what brought me into the theatre department."

This student came back fall of senior year to make sure it was a campus she'd feel
comfortable on.
a

"Devon Ross... took me around campus and showed us every nook and cranny... We
felt really comfortable on campus."

o

One met with Darcey Engen in late April when he and his mother visited campus

a

One student just assumed there was a theatre rnajor, which was confirmed by his tour
guide when he visited campus.

Through a visual cue:

'

Saw theatre posters up in the building where she used the bathroom/cooled
Auggie Fest:
'oOnce

off during

I had applied, Darcey started contacting me."

a

On the website and in the Fine Arts issue of the Augsburg Now magazine, which an
alum gave her

a

On Performing futs Scholarship Day, she auditioned for a vocal scholarship but saw
the theatre check-in table and talked to the students working the table, later looked it
up on the Internet.

Through our location:
. Knew there was theatre in the area of campus:

"I think thatwas probably one of the reasons why Augsburg became my first
choice, was because it was in Minneapolis as compared to St. Paul, and there's so
much more theatre in Minneapolis... The first contact I had with the theatre
department at Augsburg ... we had a meeting with Darcey Engen, my parents and
I .. . We met with Darcey and I saw the theatre and the theatre hallway area and
the background area."
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What islwas your major, and did you intend to be a theatre major when you first
looked at Augsburg? If not, how did you become involved in the theatre program?
Along with these responses, I will also indicate students who are recipients of the
Performing Arts Scholarship (PAS) in Theatre. Thi"s will help to show their involvement
level in theatre even though they may not be theatre majors or minors.
a

On the Minnesota Private College Week tour. She remembers seeing the black box
theatre and thinking it would be fun to work in that type of a stage:

"I think

a theatre rep was there - either Darcey or Julie or one of the directors, or
even maybe Michael himself... I remember talking with somebody, and they got
me excited about possibilities of the PAS, first of all, and second of all, they gave
me all of the brochures and publications and made me feel a part of the
community, so that's what brought me into the theatre department."
a

Theatre Arts/Communication double major. PAS recipient. Had originally planned to
do theatre education:

"After I started taking classes, I was fascinated by technique and things like that,
and I really wanted to learn more."

'
'
'
'

Theatre Arts major. PAS recipient. Always knew she would major in theatre.
Theatre Arts major. PAS recipient. Transferred in with the plan to double major in
communication but "now that is not going to happen."
Theatre Arts major. PAS recipient. Is also considering the film major. IJnsure if she
would switch to it or double major.
Theatre Arts/Secondary education in English double major, with a dramaturgy and
East Asian Studies minor. PAS recipient. Transferred in with this plan.

A couple, on the other hand, had simply planned to be involved in theatre as an
extracurricular activity but, after getttng involved in Augsburg's theatre progrilm,
decided to pursue it as a major.
a

a

a

a

Theatre Arts major/Computer Science minor. Planned to be computer science major
and do theatre as an extracurricular.
Theatre Art major. Had planned on a business major but always knew there was the
potential of pursuing theatre.
Theatre Arts/Studio Art douhle major. Never intended on a theatre major - was
strictly thinking of a liberal arts major - but was involved in high school theatre.
Costume shop is her specialty.
Theatre major/vocal perforrnance minor. PAS recipient. Had intended to major in
vocal performance. Almost switched to this until working on Machinal, which
clarified that theatre is where he belongs:
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"I

was planning on vocal performance, and then I looked at theatre, and I said, I
don't know - I just want to be in the theatre AugSem. It sounds like more fun, ya
know? And getting into it, I just kept kind of going the theatre route, and then I
decided to be a theatre major."
a

a

Theatre Arts major/Art history minor. PAS recipient. Planned to be an elementary
education major.
Theatre Artsilnternational business double major. Planned to major in youth and
family ministry. Pegged more as a vocal person than a theatre person, so sent in a
tape for a vocal PAS scholarship but didn't get one. He claims he found his niche
in the theatre department.

Afew of the students who were not theatre majors had never planned to be a theatre
major, but they had planned-to be involved in theatre, therefore intentionally considering
the theatre program during their college search.
a

International Relations major. PAS recipient. Was very involved in theatre throughout
high school but never considered as a career:

"I was always looking at theatre when I was looking at other schools. I always
wanted to see the theatre and talk to the theatre department."
a

Accounting and Spanish. PAS recipient for technical theatre. Came in thinking
Spanish and Education. Always kept Spanish, changed to international business,
and now accounting. Has considered theatre design but feels like there are limited
job opportunities in that field:

"I
o

can be myself and not be pressured to be an actor or a

full time theatre buff."

Biology. PAS recipient. Always knew she woutd major in biology. Considered
theatre minor at one point:

a

I think the biology major is a bit time
consuming in itself, and then, I just wasn't real drawn to do that once I got here. I
realized it was something I could participate in as an extracurricular, but I didn't
really think it was something I wanted to pursue any further.. .Theatre can be
especially unstable, so it wasn't something that I wanted to pursue as my tife
career. . .. I want to be a dermatologist."
'**I've never had a theatre course...

Others had planned on majoring in theatre but ilre no longer majors or minors.
a

Leaning toward film major. PAS recipient. Had planned to major in theatre, but her
focus has changed. Possible double major:
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"The focus has changed a little, though, because I wanted to be an actress, and
now ['ve been doing more of the technical side... since I didn't make any of the
plays in acting."
a

Studio Art/Art history double rnajor. PAS recipient. Came in planning on a theatre
arts and studio art double major, but she is more interested in the artistic side of
theatre so needs a foundation in art to go ahead in that field.

a

English secondary education major/communication minor. PAS recipient in vocal
music. Planned on a vocal performance major with a theatre minor.

THE CAMPUS VISIT
In order to dffirentiate Augsburg-initiated recruitingfrr* student-drtven activittes, this
section wtll focus on what these students did proactively in their college search,
specifically focusing on the campus visit as well as other on-cilmpus events including
theatre productions.

Did you visit Augsburg's campus prior to enrolling? If so, what are your
recollections about the visit? Did you meet with any facutty? Did you have a backstage tour of the theatre facilities?
As my literature review proved, the campus visit is perhaps the most tmportant factor tn
the college decision process. All seventeen of the students had vtsited campus before
dectding to attend. Fifteen of the seventeen students did come on an admtsstons fficescheduled campus visit or to an admissions ' open house event. Six of these met with a
theatre faculty during thetr visit, five with Darcey and one wtth Martha.
a

One student who visited the summer before her senior year said:
"'We saw the theatre and the music room and the practice rooms and basically went
everywhere. They talked about how the theatre was pretty known. St. Thomas doesn't
have as many productions as Augsburg does, and we have more musicals.. . [Sally
Daniels] was really nice, and she listened. A lot of times a lot of people just do
talking and stuff and actually aren't interested in listening to what you have to say...
but she seemed really interested, and I like that."

a

I

"A friend of mine goes to school here... and I came down to see all of the
performances last year, and I was very impressed with the product that they put forth,
and um, my friend got me in touch with Darcey Engen, and she was just great and
completely willing to talk with me about the program and put it all out there. And
they were just really, really great."

"I think when I came down to see Macbeth, which

was the first fall show last year,
Jenny [friend and theatre student] kind of took me around campus, and then when I

B8

did decide to come here, I think you took me on a tour around campus. Ya, you did,
and then Darcey took me and introduced me to all of the faculfy of the theatre
department and showed me the theatre and the costume shop and the workshop and
everything."
a

"I actually

came and visited in January, I think. I saw Bloodwedding.... I met with
Darcey as well. . . I planned [my visit] when the show was. . . I was talking to Erin
actualIy... and she told me I could call the box office and get free {ickets."

Two mentioned coming for Discovery Doy, one for Minnesota Private College Week, and
onefor April Dinners, now lcnown as "Sneak Preview."
a

A student who attended a Discovery Day said: "It was really neat to
what it is like in the classroom."

get a feel

for

r I

student who came to Minnesota Private College Week liked the diversity on our
campus and says she saw it in the diversity of people coming to the event.

few of the students said their student ambassador did bring them into the theatre, while
two students mentioned that their guide was only interested in talking about biology. (It is

A

tto surprise that the same guide gave both of these tours.)

'

One student who never went on an official tour remembers: "My dad just said,
'That's a good place for you,' and that was it. I was comfortable here, just that
one time I came to see the show..."

a

'.We just came and toured. I didn't have many questions at the time. I got the overall,
and then I got to meet Darcey, just for a few minutes." (Discovery Day)

a

"(Martha) showed us the theatre and the costume shop, and it just seemed tike a very
friendly campus... I met Tessa [a theatre major], too."

a

"I

was like, 'Oh my gosh, I am 2,000 miles from home. What am I doing here? I
don't even want to go to school here' ... I wanted to go on a trip... and my grandma
really wanted me to come here.. . I remember.that Friday night we went to a movie at
the Mal[ of America.. . as I was walking out of the movie theatre, I was looking
around and I was like, 'Yaknow, this is the place I'm gonna come, if I like it ornot,
so I better get used to the idea. Just because I had this sense that this was where I was
going to go to school. .. And I said, oGod, if I get this scholarship, I'll go to
Augsburg.'... I got the scholarship, and it was the same price as going in state."

Of the two who did not come on admtssions-based vistts to campus, one came to stay
overnight with a friend as a junior in high school. Another one came just to see a play
and later to audition oru Scholarship Day.
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I

One student came to see a friend in a play and got a tour from the friend (who was a
student ambassador) at the same time. She met Darcey, who introduced her to the
,entire theatre faculty- When she came back to audition for Scholarship Day, she
already felt like a member of the community.

One student came for the Vocal Music Invitational, sponsored by the music department,
then came back for a visit later that spring"
a

"I really liked the size of the campus, how it was a little community within itself,
whereas if you're at the U or something, you don't really know anyone else's name...
A girl named Brooke... gave us a tour, ffiy parents and I, and I really liked it. I liked
the location, and she took me into the black box theatre, and I thought it was a cool
little space to perform in, and people seemed very friendly."

Most students' recollection of the theatre itself were that it was small, but tt was noted
that it helped to see the photographs hanging tn the hall outside the theatre to get a sense
for what the spfrce could be transformed into.
Another interesting observation I made is how mdny students formed their perceptions
about other colleges based on word of mouthfrr* their peers arfamily.
t

"I

had a friend that took a tour of Augustana, and they were taking a tour, And they
looked in the theatre, and one of the directors actually was there and just like gave her
a tour right like that, and she said it was awesome and was telling me all about it and
all about that lady, and I was like, 'Oh - I'd go there.' And when I was little I was
planning to go to Augustana because of family members."

Note how word gets around-her friend's impression of the tourbecame her own simply
through word-of-mouth.

"Bad" tours truly can break ar nearly break the deal.
t

a

"I

had a really bad tour at UMD, which is why I didn't go there. The guy who
represented them just really wasn't with it and really didn't talk about the school. He
ended up talking about how he was running a computer help service out of his room,
and like where the best places to get ice cream were in Duluth, and not really
anything about the school, and I was like, 'IJhh, this is who's representing them, and
that just doesn't feel right and ya know, it's a big decision - what school to go with and if I had any doubts about it, I just didn't want to worry about being wrong."

"[At Augsburg] I was given a tour by this crary girl... a biology major. I asked about
.the theatre, and she said, 'I don't know about that,' so we walked over to the theatre,
and it was locked, so she brought me to the science wing. But then I got a call from

Darcey the next duy, so it was pretty good. That evened out the bad tour."
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Did you attend an Augsburg theatre production prior to enrolling? If so, what are
your recollections about the performance?
Ten of the seventeen students attended at least orue play, with three of these coming to
more than one. These students all commented that this was a major part tn their choosing

Augsburg.

'

"I came back to see A Little Night

'

"Seeing the actual theatre department's production was huge to me... I got to meet
(Darcey) for the first time at that show, so it topped it off."

'

"After my performing arts school audition, they extended an invitation for me to
come and check out the set af The Cherry Orchard... invited me on the set during
construction and even for a performance... That was really nice."

'

"I came and saw Into the Woods. That's one of the other reasons that I started doing
the theatre, because it was wonderful... That made a big difference."

'

"The first performance that I came to, I went to see my friend in... It was esthetically
wonderful and dramatically great. And I really, really enjoyed it, and that definitely
pushed me towards doing some real investigation into transferring. But when I did
come down for the spring show - The Cherry Orchard - I was specifically looking
for different things within the program, and also B/o odwedding, the winter show, too.
Because by then I don't think I had completely decided but I pretty much knew I was
coming."

a

"You know, it sounds a little ridiculous, but I was watching it, and something so
simple as like, all the cosfumes were cohesive to each other and to their stage partners
and to the set, and it all worked together... I felt a real air of professionalism here that
I wanted to be a part of."
a

a

Music. We (family and I) were given tickets once
they realized I was interested in the theatre department... I remember thinking, 'this
is nice. This is a small theatre. I think I could really enjoy this."

"A friend of mine goes to school here... and I came down to see all of the
performances last year, and I was very impressed with the product that they put forth,
and um, my friend got me in touch with Darcey Engen, and she was just great and
completely willing to talk with me about the program and put it all out there. And
they were just really, really great." (repeated from p. 56)

"I

came and saw Into the Woods, and I loved it... My high school did it when I was in
It reassured me more than anything else, '.uir* I wasn't tooking at that

8'h grade...

many colleges."
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Four of the others specifically remember betng invited to attend a performance but were
unable to come due to distance or schedules. These students mentioned how special it
made them feel to be invited.
a

A student who was invited to Into the

Woods but couldn't come, says:

"I didn't make it, but I heard excellent things

about it...[from] my tour guide... when

she took me into the black box there were some theatre people in there, and they said
[it was great]. . . when I came here and took the tour I really learned about the theatre

department."
a

Another remembers:

"I got invited to The Cherry Orchard (but didn't come). I got an email, a post card,
and a pamphletlflier thing."
a

Another student was personally invited by Darcey to two different shows but was
unable to come because of lack of transportation.

Some of the students mentioned using the quality of productions at other schools as a
platform for compartng schools during their search.
a

"The show at IIMD was pretty amazing, and they won awards for it... but coming
here, like I was impressed, and I thought it was good... Even Morris University has a
good theatre program, and I was just like, 'No, like I don't like their shows, and I
don't like anything I've seen from them."

a

One student says he thinks he was not ever invited to a production because he was
pegged more as a music student than a theatre one.

Did you attend Drama Day at Augsburg prior to enrolling? If so, what are your
recollections about the event?
Drama Day ts an annual event put on by the Theatre Departrnent, where specific high
school theatre programs are invited to campus for a half-day of worlcshops, lunch, and an
afternoon performance of the matnstage production. Schools traditionally invited have
been identffied due to their teacher betng Augsburg alum or having il connection with
Augsburg faculty. The goal of Drama Day is to strengthen connections with local high
schools and to expose theatre students to Augsburg with the hope of them enrolltng.
Two of the seventeen students attended Drama Doy. One other said her speech coach
(Ert Hermedung) had brought students in the past, but she was never invited, perhaps
because she wasn't tn his class or was a technical theatre studerut rather than an actor.
Another student mentioned that her school usually attended, but the year she would have
gone, they did not have enough adult escorts to make it happen. So, approximately one-
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fourth of the students interviewed had some exposure to or interest in Drama Day. The
event did not seem to be high on the list of why they chose Augsburg, however.
Comments

from the two who did attend include:

a

One remembered learning theatre techniques from current students

a

"Fun... We watched Antigone and then talked with the actors, which was really cool.
We don't do that anymore."

COMPETITION
In considering these students' college searches, it is enlightening to consider what other
colleges were in their choice set and how their experience with these colleges affected
their college decision.
What other colleges did you consider in your college search?
As a whole, Augsburg's most cornmon cross-applications, or schools that students
simultaneously apply to, are (in order offrequency): the (Jntversity of Minnesota,
Hamline University, and the Universtty of St. Thomas. The results among the students
interviewed included these schools to some degree, but also included sorne colleges not
otherwtsefrequently "cross-apped" witlt, such as Gustavus Adolphus and Viterbo. It
would therefore be of spectal interest to constder how these schools market their theatre
arts programs.
Gustavus Adolphus College (5)
University of Minnesota - Twin Cities (4)
Hamline University (3)
Macalester College (3)
St. Olaf College (3)
Bemidji State University (2)
Concordia

- Moorhead

(2)

University of Minnesota - Duluth (2)
University of St. Thomas (2)
Viterbo (2)
The following colleges and universities were each mentioned once:
Augustana College - Sioux Falls
Bethel College
Calvin College
College of St. Catherine
College of Visual Arts
Carleton
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De Paul

Millikin
Minnesota State University at Mankato
North Park College - Chicago
Northern Arizona University
Pacific Lutheran University
University of Arizona
University of Iowa
University of Minnesota - Morris
University of Pudget Sound
Universify of Wisconsin - Eau Claire
Universify of Wisconsin - Madison
Wesleyan University
Willmar Community College
Nowhere else

Please comment on how your experience being recruited by Augsburg compared to
your experience with these other schools.

While each school possesses dffirent qualities and attributes, it is extremely significant
to consider how the style of recruiting also varies from school to school. It is often not the
product itself that leads the consumer ta make their final dectston, but the way in which it
is marketed. Packaging, the sales persoru and marketing campaigns each play a
significant part in selling the product. Colleges are, in many ways, a product, and
students (and theirfamilies) are the consumers. They can be "sold" on fi particular
school by the intangiblefactors, including the way in which the College uses its
Admissions staff, faculty, publicattons, and spectal events to recruit the class.
This question was of particular interest to me as I often hear students referring to the
"vibe" that they gotfrom dffirent colleges, or the experiences they had onvarious
cilmpuses, which ultimately lead them to making a college decision. As thefollowtng
conversations demonstrate, this vibe can either draw students toward or push them away
fro* a particular college.

Positive comments about other schools:
a

One student went to UMD's Drama Day freshmen year of high school, where he saw
a play and spoke with acting professors. He described it as "-rery informational," yet
he did not consider it seriously as a college choice because, "So many students from
my high school go there; I wanted to branch out."

Neutral or mixed comments about other schools:
a

"Gustavus and Augsburg were pretty much on the same par... I thought the
Admissions people were very, very, very friendly at Gustavus. The students
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-I

think what made me decide on Augsburg over Gustavus was the students. The
students here just seemed to know each other more so. And as far as reaching out
goes, I think all the colleges called me. I think it was you who called me a few times
at home."
a

"Calvin (College)... I kind of wanted to be closer to home, which kind of swayed my
decision... Nothing really stuck out in my head why I should go there. Once I applied
to Augsburg, I got a lot more information.. " just like, kind of general things and class
things. I think I still have my folder with all the stuff in it. .. Calvin [College] sent me
quite a bit, but it wasn't as much stuff."

a

"Honestly, Hamline was my first choice when I went back to [home state]. . . Looking
back, I don't remernber why it was. . . Hamline had a more traditional theatre, which
was more of what I was used to. . . I think I liked that, but I didn't tike the head of the
theatre department at Hamline. He came off kind of cold and arrogant, and my dad
was impressed by his knowledge and all that, but I didn't get a friendly vibe, which
was what I was looking for.... I liked their facilities, which was probably the reason I
was more impressed. .. I got into Hamline but I didn't get a scholarship. The
scholarship was a huge deciding factor."

a

"Viterbo was the first college I went to, and that was because one of my church music
directors went there for piano performance, and so she took me there, and I sang for
one of the voice teachers, and I sat in on one of their choir rehearsals. I uras
interested-.. I realized they were very informal compared to Gustavus and to
Augsburg. They seemed a little too 'hippyrsh,' not that that's a bad thing, but the tour
guide was not very informative. The room he showed us was a mess, and the school
just seemed kind of old and run down compared to here. Then I narrowed my choice
down to Augsburg and Gustavus. When it came down to it, I liked the location of
Augsburg better. I like the Cities, heing right here. That, and the size. When I
came here with my parents, the people just seemed a lot more friendly [than
anywhere elsel."

Negative comments about other schools:
a

"Viterbo seemed very disorganized in recruiting. They sent me their little stuffed
animal mascot... I don't really know how to react to this. I'm not interested in sports
exactly. When I went there, they seemed like they didn't have any clue that I was
coming."

a

Transfer Student: "I wasn't recruited by Bemidji at all. Before I went there, I had
some contact. . . but I was never contacted by the theatre department there, nor the
communications department, The most contact I had there was with the Honors
department, because I was an Honors student there. All of my experience with
Augsburg was good except for I did want to be in the Honors program here, and I
know I emailed them several times and I wrote them several letters, but they never
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got back to rne. And that was the one thing I was puzzled about, because I had a 4.0,
so I knew it wasn't my GPA that was in the way."
a

"At Macalester (the theatre chair) didn't

seem very interested in me. She

didn't have

a whole lot of time to talk to me about stuff. At St. Kate's, the theatre director was
really friendly... I rode in her car to the class at St. Thomas.. . but then afterwards we
went to see a production there and she didn't even remember who I was... I really
didn't get any theatre information from Macalester about their theatre departrnent at
all. I remember their college brochure that they send to everybody. [Neither school
promoted a theatre scholarship.] Recruitment here was a lot more personalized.It felt
like people really took more interest in me as a person... even the theatre students
[on Scholarship Day]."
a

"Gustavus didn't impress me very much. It was more science-based, kind of a colder
atmosphere. It was this or St. Olaf, but I liked it here more."

a

"[During the tour at St. Olafl the art classes weren't open, so I couldn't see them.
They had a new building which looked great, but it was locked! And the tour
guide couldn't get me in.

"Their theatre was in session rehearsal, so I got to see a rehearsal, which was
nice, hut I didn't get to actually meet the people themselves, which is always
nice. Like when people come in here, we're like, 'Hey!'then they get to watch
rehearsal and converse. I think that's awesome. f would have loved that
experience. That's why [studentl came here. She came and watched the thing
and hung out with us one night... That's important-making contact with the
teachers and then with the student life, too.

"[At Gustavus] I met an art teacher, but he was on his way to lunch. At ConcordiaMoorhead, I met their theatre Buy, who was CRAZY ... He was like [in a British
accent]r'What are you looking for in theatre?' ... and I was liker'I don't know.
I'm just checking it outr' and he was like, 'Oh, we have a lot of those."'
a

"Concordia [Moorhead], which I didn't even apply or think about, they called me all
the time.. . That was really annoying, because I knew I didn't want to go there. But I
think you called me up perfect. It really made me feel good, actually."

a

"Bethel... My mom actually did not like Bethel, because they were really kind of cold
and rude... which also really threw my mom and this other mother for a loop."

a

"St. Olaf wouldn't tell rne how much money I was going to get financially until I told
them definitely yes, that that's where I was going to go. That's the feeling, that's what
was conveyed to me through emails and letters, and it was $26,000, and it just didn't
seem like something I wanted to worry about as we[l."
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a

"One student reported that her tour at Gustavus felt very frigid; she pulled her
application the same day she visited campus. She also reported that the tour guides at
St. Thomas and Gustavus did not know anything about the theatre department or if
there were theatre scholarships. Her guide at Augsburg did."

o

"I felt a sense of arrogance from the St. olaf

music department."

Comments about Augsburg College's Recruitment:
Several of the students mentioned the positive iruteraction they had with the theatre
departmenta

"Darcey called me so much, and it wasn't overbearingly too much. .. That I had
started to form a relationship with a professor before I had even decided to go
there, it was a huge factor."

a

"The obvious tour given by Darcey helped a lot... It helped to get an overall feel for
what they do here. At Macalester I wasn't given a specific tour on my own, it was just
a general tour in a group."

a

"The only thing I remember is certain flyers or phone calls were directed more
personally from Augsburg. That is to say, someone may have handwritten something,
as opposed to when I was receiving letters from the U of MN, they were just form
letters that were sent out to all the applicants... It takes a lot more for someone to
achrally sit down and write a handwritten letter... I received some calls from Darcey
Engen, and I appreciated that, and she seemed very excited to have me come. I guess
it was just a more personal relationship I felt with Augsburg before coming in. I fett a
little more comfortable than going into a cold school where I didn't know anybody
and hadn't heard anyone's voice and hadn't heard anyone's personal words on
paper."

ON ADMISSIONS
While the theatre department obviously has an impact on a prospective student, the
Admtssions Office is oftentimes the first point of contact and should also be considered
amongst the factors influencing one's college choice.
a

"I

had a really great experience with the whole admissions office. Keep trying to

make everyone feel special."
a

"You guys were very good about keeping in touch, and that made all the
difference. Calvin [Hanson, admission counselor] was very good at calling me.,,

t

"One of the things that made me want to come here the most was that Calvin Hanson
[admissions counselor] was so nice to my family. Every time he'd call... he knew all
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of these details, and I thought that was great, and my grandma was just awed, because
all of the other schools we had applied to just called me maybe once, but Calvin kept
calling... Augsburg wfls really conscientious about having good people work for
them, it seemed."
a

"Everyone was just so personable here. As soon as I had started contacting everyone
here, it was extremely prompt.. . Up until September.. . I got a letter from Augsburg at
least oflce a month.. . Different things within the theatre program, different activities
that were going on or clubs that I didn't even know how they got my information.
But I was constantly being kept up to date with what was happening, and I
really felt that I was already a member of the community, before coming to the
institution, which was great."

t

"Jennifer Hellie [admissions counselor] was absolutely wonderful" She would e-mail
me every week. It was really nice."

t

"The personal contact is what really impressed me. I was getting phone calls and
letters and cards.. . I felt that they knew what I was wanting in a school. It was a
really stressful time, and to have someone be really patient and personable with you
makes it a lot easier. I think that is one of the hugest things in deciding on a college...
The feel you get from the school is abig deciding factor... Darcey emailed me...
Martha called me a few times, and we talked about my plans in theatre."

{t

"First impressions really do stand

a

"Everyone was just so personable here. As soon as I had started contacting everyone
here, it was extremely prompt... Up until September... I got a letter from Augsburg at
least once a month... Different things within the theatre program, different activities
that were going on or clubs that I didn't even hrow how they got my information.
But I was constantly being kept up to date with what was happening, and I
really felt that I was already a member of the community, before coming to the
institution, which was great,"

a

"[Sally Daniels, forrner director of undergraduate admissions] was really nice, and
she listened. A lot of times a lot of people just do talking and stuff and actually aren't
interested in listening to what you have to say... but she seemed really interested, and
I like that."

a

"It kind of seemed like they really cared about each specific person that they wanted
to come here. It seemed like I was just as important as any other person they wanted
to come here, and be involved. I never really felt like, 'Oh, we want your money,"

ta11."

Like at the U of MN mightbe like, 'Ooh, another$24,000,' but it was more like,
'Come, be a part of our community.'... It just seemed a lot more personal."
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TOP FACTORS FOR SELECTING AUGSBURG

Wile there were obviously many factors at play in the students' college dectsion, it is
interesting to hear what they identified as their top reason they selected Augsburg.
Name the top reason that you chose Augshurg.

In order to get at the heart of these students' decisions to attend Augsburg over their other
choices, I asked them to pick the single most significant thing that lead them to choose
Augsburg over the other schools they were considering. The recurrence of answers will
show us where our stngle most strength lies, so we ciln better replicate that for all
prospective students"
Even when being asked for one answer, many students found it dfficult to choose one
single thing. This shows that it is a combination of things that stands out for most students
in their college decision. The most commoruly mentioned reasons are location, size, and,
the "feel" or'fit." Forthree students, it reallywas being offered the scholarshtps and the
best financial atd award that lead them to choose Augsburg over another school.

Feel or

"fit":

a

"It felt comfortable;

a

"The welcoming of my second tour, at April Dinners."

a

"Small school, big city, and Lutheran

t

"Probably that it made me feel wanted here."

people were down to earth" People didn't seem pretentious."

-

it was comfortable to me."

fnturaction with the theatre department specffically:
a

"Seeing Conference of the Birds and meeting Darcey Engen for the first time."

t

"Augsburg was willing to take some risks with their performances".. I was really
interested in a different style than the musicals and the farces in high school, and that
really made me start thinking... Darcey had me come... and I loved it."

a

"The contact of Darcey Engen and Kristin Anderson, and offering that [theatre]

ticket!"

Fintncial aid andlor scholarships :

'

"Receiving the Performing Arts and Regents' scholarships."
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t

"It was the most affordable school after the financial aid award."

o

"The financial aid package, and I liked the small school in the big city."

Other responses, including those with more than one thing response:
a

Location and course offerings

a

Minneapolis location, but small

I

Location, size, and the people were more friendly

a

Biology program and being able to participate in theatre

a

"First of all, it was the theatre program and the liberal arts education, because the
liberal arts part of it is extremely important to me."

a

"It fified all the criteria I was tooking for - it was far away, it was small, it was in the

big city, it was liberal arts, and the campus was pretty nice, even though there was
that big, weird yellow sculpture, which I don't like at all. It seemed like it was a
pretty strong communitSt."
a

a

"Size, choir, and theatre"

"Uh, I wanted higher quatity classroom experience. Tougher, more difficult
classroom experience to challenge me. I wanted a focus on classic theatre. I wanted
to be able to have the education major as well. I wanted to be in a diverse setting, and
I know that's kind of an ambiguous word nowadays, but what I mean by that is I
wanted to be in a place where there would be other theatre experiences, like going
around the Cities and seeing different theatre, volunteering at different theatres, as
well as knowing that theatre wasn't the only goal in mind in that setting. I didn't
want theatre to be the only thing that I was working towards, because the
English part of my major - I think that's a huge part of something that helps out
with theatre. I think a lot of different majors complement each other, and I
didn't feel comfortable going to a place where I was only going to be doing
theatre. I wanted to have different viewpoints on the subject matter."

Would you recommend Augsburg to prospective students? Why or why not?
Every student in the interview says that they would and that they do. Several students
could go as far as nilming students who are currently attending Augsburg who they
remember encouraging to consider Augsburg. This speaks highly of the peer influence in
the college decision-making process. Before spending maney on large-scale visibility
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carnpatgns, we need to consider the livtng and breathing advertisements that have the
most influence - our current students.
a

"I

a

"My brother is coming next year,

a

"I would. I don't think it's the place for everyone.It's a completely different sort of

always do. I totally boost Augsburg."
and

it's in the works with

a friend of

his."

environment, I guess."
a

"I would recommend it, especially for the theatre department, because it's - of the
individual - right now - I mean, if it grows it might not be so, but the individual one-

on-one attention that you get because of the size, and because the professors are
brilliant theatrical minds, and it's a good challenge and at the same time, it's really
high quality department, I think."

a

STUDENT COMMENTS ON THEATRE FACILITIES
While I did not ask any spectfic questions asktng students to compare facilittes bet.vveen
schools they considered, the aspect did surface in afew interytavs. Thefact is,facilities
are much easier to iudge or to compare between institutions than the quality of the
academic program or the strength of the faculty. Facilities are a concrete, tangible point
of comparison. The qualtty of the factlities can speak volumes about where the institution
puts its money, or even on the financial success of the alumnus in various departments.
o

"The most clear moment in my memory is during theatre class when we took a tour
around the theatre. We went to the theatre and we went to the shop, and then, wo went
to costume storage, and I was in awe... My eyes were probably like saucers."

a

"The facilities are definitely better here [than at the student's previous college]. Class
sizes are smaller, which is really great. It was kind of difflcult going from a mainstage
and a black box to just a ?? space. That venue is sometimes hard to work with, hut it's
do-able."

a

"You did talk to me ahout theatre, and you showed me the theatre, and

I

remember being very impressed. I remember wishing... my timing was better,
because I could have come to 'Conference of the Birds' (which opened in two
weeks). The theatre wfls very differenf because big, proscenium theatres were all
f'd ever been in. [The pictures] were very cool. I remember thinHog, 'What goes
on here? This is preffy cool."'
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STUDENT COMMtrNTS ON FACULTY
Students had many positive things to say about the theatre faculty at Augsburg. The fact
that they enjoy and respect the faculty definitely adds to, and sometimes leads to, their
decision to be involved in theatre. These positive regards also reflect in their
conversattons with prospective theatre students.
t

"Sandra Schulte, the costume designer. .. was a support. I know I was pretty vocal
about wanting to be a costume designer, but they weren't really stepping up and
saying, 'Well, this is whatyou can do...' It's just not part of a program."

a

"As far as faculty goes.. . Darcey, I had two classes with her first semester, so we've
had a lot of contact. Even first semester [Julie Bolton] made it a point to seek me out
and talk to me and see what I was interested in. I've had a class with Michael Burden
both semesters, and he is absolutely fantastic. I've learned more about technical
theatre than I knew there was to learn. I've completely fallen in love with a
whole onother side of theatre that I knew existed but I didn't think it was for
me."

o

"It would have been kind of nice [to be contacted by a professor at home], because
my friends were all like 'Oh, Darcey called me...'but I don'tthink she knew
anything about me until I joined the AugSern, and that was kind of a tast minute
decision." (On faculty contact prior to admission)

O

"[Darcey] doesn't cater to what is popular and what she knows will bring people in.
She caters to the learning and the process, and especially experimentation and what
she thinks that we haven't learned, and I'm really grateful to her probably above any
other professor."

"I really appreciate the close relationships with my professors,

a

that the class sizes are
so small, that I know that the professors who are teaching here want to teach here and
that they're all really qualified... They really care about how you're doing."

a

"The professors are really encouraging. I've met a lot of great people here. I've
learned a lot, I think. . . And I've had a lot of great opportunities for internships and
volunteering at organizations and going to theatre productions and being in the city."

a

"Having three directors-that's an awesome side of Augsburg, and then having
technical side as well that is not the director."

o

"I got to sit in with

a

them and we planned out the whole transition [for Machtnal...
then we sat and talked like an hour and half about when they went to college here,
and how things were. It was really neat just to talk to them. . . they're neat people,
which makes me feel okay with being a theatre major, and my mother's okay with it
now, too... They've gone to Augsburg, they're fine, and they're people. They're
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truthful, they're honest. It's nice to have a connection on a personal level, and I get
that here."

STUDENT COMMENTS ON OTHER THEATRE STUDENTS

"Fttting in" is afundamental needfor all humans. For students preparing to decide
where they will spend the next four years of their ltves, this need is exaggerated. As they
are looking at the buildings and the campus, they are simultaneously scrutinizing the
current students to tdentify whether or not thts would be a place they would be able to
make friends or "fit in. "
For theatre students, especially, this sense of community is fundamental, as seen in the
literature review Theatre students, perhaps more so than any other ertracurricular or
academic group, depends on teamwork and also a deep sense of trust and respect, as the
nature of theatre is to explore the human condition. Theatre students spend long hours
together in preparation of a show as well as in attending local theatre presentations.
Judgingwhether therewill be a sense of community and social bondfor them at a
particular college is therefore of extreme signtficance in their college decision.

'

One student, when here for an overnight visit, recalls: "I got the idea that the theatre
wasn't so, like, in its own group... Itwas more open and down to earth, and I really
liked that."

a

Another student said: "Everyone who introduced themselves [at the first Theatre
AugSem meeting] was so articulate and so funny. That was one of my biggest
impressions."

o

"That's where most of my friendships were built during high school, andthatwould
be somewhere where I could meet a while new group of friends at college, and so that
would give me a social base that I would not necessarily make in the biology
department."

a

"I've found my niche in the theatre departmen! which is really cool... There are
that I've been involved with, and they tike me!.. They are
starting to be people more than just professors, which is really cool."
so many aspects

"I

a

do remember talking to a student; I don't remember who they were. They called. I
do remember it was a guy and I remember flirting with him. I was asking him
questions about theatre, and if the people were gossipy and were the girls stupid, and
were the guys all into themselves or whatever.. . It was like a half hour conversation."

t

"The theatre majors that were at the table [at Scholarship Duy] were really
welcoming. I wasn't expecting to even get to meet any students that day... It was nice
to see the facilities."
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a

'olt's really great, I think, because the theatre department is also like a friend group
outside of it. It's not like an English major... it's not like those people ate a group of
people who hang out, but theatre people do, so I think it makes it very different. ..
When you go to your theatre classes, you're in a class with all your friends, and with
all the people that you also work in shows with. And if you go to math class and
you're a math major, these are just people that you see in your class. You might leave
and not ever talk to them again.. . It's kind of like a family within the Augsburg
community. Like, the theatre department is very close. And the professors are very
important to the group... I think that's really coo[. Like at a different university, or
something, you might not get that close connection with the teachers like you do
here."

a

"ft was intimidating, but really nice. They had three ladies there, and I went to the
theatre and I got to meet part of the theatre people. That was important, I think,
actually getting to see the people, was like, 'Ah - These could be my future
classmates.' They all remember seeing me, so then, when I came here, they were like,
'You're that cute girl from auditions!'... I really enjoyed that. It made it more
personal... They chatted with you while you waited." {On Scholarship Auditions)

a

One student who planned to major in Youth and Family Ministry joined the Theatre
AugSem on a whim because it sounded like more fun. This ultimately led him to
choose theatre as a major-

STUDENT COMMENTS ON THE PERFORNflNG ARTS SCHOLARSHIP
The Performing Arts Scholarshtp recognizes incoming students who have excelled in
music or theatre - includtng vocal and instrumental performance, acting, design, and
productton - and will actively participate in the performing arts at Augsburg. The
purpose of the scholarshtp is to attract high quality students tnto music and theatre
majors, although majoring in music or theatre is not a requirement to receive or renew d
Performtng Arts Scholarship. The application deadline is February l, with auditions
being held on cilmpus in late February or early March.

Peqforming Arts Scholarship recipients in theatre must fuffill a number of requirements
to rena,p thetr scholarship, including auditianing for all mainstage productions and
putttng in 40 hours per show. Additionally, theatre scholarshtp recipients must help host
future scholarship auditions and help with Drama Doy.
a

"It's kind of nice that it's a scholarship requirement that you need to do hours. At first
I was like, 'Ah, man,30 hours, that's going to be crazy,' but it goes by really fast, and
it gets you involved, because normally I wouldn't be really motivated."

a

Another student sited good timing. "The Hamline theatre auditions were later, and I
had already found out that I hadn't get their academic scholarship, so Hamline was
like completely off - they never even saw my theatre video."
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a

"Someone sent me the Lutheran Leader thing and not the Performing Arts thing."
This student did not apply for a PAS.

a

"The first semester I kinda felt overwhelmed with the number of hours per show, but
I think the more structured Michael became with it, the easier it was for me to get in
and do my hours and be accountable for it."

a

INTERVIEWER: DID BEING AWARDED A PERFORMING ARTS
SCHOLARSHIP MAKE AN IMPACT ON YOI-JR DECISION TO ATTEND?
Student: "It definitely did, because my biggest concern was financially, because
my parents make too rnuch money, so I don't qualiff for any grants or anything, but
it's just been a tradition within our family that -I have four sisters and we've all paid
for our own college. So, this is huge financial backing for me, and the scholarship
definitely - I knew I was going to come here, but I just wasn't sure if I was going to
come here this year-.. but when I got that scholarship, and I learned about how much
I could get for my transfer scholarship, I just made up my mind. I said I was coming
this year. That really did push me in the right direction."
TNTERVIEWER: SO, IF YOU WOULD NOT HAVE RECEIVED THE THEATRE
SCHOLARSHIP, YOU MAY HAVE WAITED ANOTHER YEAR?
Student: "I probably would have, definitely."

COMMENTS ON WEB SITE/TECHNOLOGY
Much research regarding marketing in higher education focuses on the advent of
technology in recruttment. While it is essential for colleges of the 21" Century to have
attention-getting and ir{ormational websites, new companies are popping up every doy,
promising increased enrollment through the use of chat rooms, blogs, and pod casts. If
one were to give merit to these companies, it would seem that a college could not survive
through using the tradittonal methods of recruitment.

I

therefore was particularly attentive to any mention of technological or web-related
references. When asked f they used the Internet heavily in their college search, student
comments included:
a

"Not at all. I was not web-savvy.. . My grandparents did, but it was totatly the book
thing (for me)."

a

"I

started on the Internet by typing in. private colleges... and art education. This came
up, and Macalester came up."

a

"I

was not very impressed at all with the web site. It's gotten better now, though.
Mostly I just looked at it to see some pictures fbut weren't many pictures at all]."
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Blind Shopping on the lnternet
One student had been looking at our web site, never

filled out an inquiryt sheet. This is

called blind shopping.
We don't necessartlyfind out who is looking at ourweb site, so it must be appealing
enough to attract them to keep coming back and eventually to apply. This explains why so
many applications come from students the Admissions Office does not ltave any record of
in Recruitment Plus, their database, prior to application.

COMMENTS ON PRINT COMMUNICATION
Old-fashioned methods such as posters and flyers were mentioned more frequently than
web-related methods:
a

"Why did I apply there [to other colleges out of state]? I just heard they had good
theatre departments. I saw bulletins and stuff - theatre and music - up outside my
drama director's classroom in high school of different colleges."

a

"Kathy Rumpza [college graphic designer] does a wonderful job [on the theatre
posters], and that's very important for presenting your college visually, because that's
the first thing someone's going to get, is that packet in the mail. Augsburg's packet, I
remember {laugh} not being so... it was a little out of date.
She remembered receiving the

theatrefolderwith the "fold oLtt" of the sedson and the

"Augsburg Now," whtch ts the college's alumni magazine.

"It was a little confusing, it was a little much, so I just looked at the pictures pretty
much. I remember not even looking through it because, I wasn't sure, exactly ...
There was so much on there that I didn't understand what it was. .. I looked at the
pictures. I think that's important."
a

One student commented on the importance of the pictures outside the theatre.
"I look at those every single day. I think that's wonderful, if we could have more of
those, like inthe Green Room. If we had more modern pictures, because that's what
people look at when you go in that Green Room... You want to see what's going on."

I

was totally swayed by appearances. The only reason I wanted to go to the
University of Pudget Sound was that their flyer was so good. It had all these beautiful
pictures of the campus.... I want to see what Augsburg looks like- and good
pictures, not silly pictures. Show Old Main, Memorial, etc. The people in the
brochures tend to be older and doubty... They justdon't seem like they're 'with it'...
"I don't think you should have any faces in the brochure. I think it should be
silhouettes of people or the backs of people walking. I also think you should have
more pictures of the winter... You need to represent the fact that Augsburg lives in a
highly cultural area. That there's a huge art community in Minneapolis and while
that's said, there are no pictures... I want to see what Augsburg looks like when I am
looking through a brochure."

"I
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a

"I didn't hear it on Cities 97, or I didn't see it on a billboard, or see it at a bus stop. I
just don't understand it. It worries me that so much money is being spent on trying to
get people to come here... It just bugs me. I think the web site looks nice, though,
now." (Thts interviewwas done shortly after the advent of the'faces" campaign.)

PARENTAL INFLUENCB
Parents are an integral part of the college search, especially-fo, today's high school
students. Keeping parents informed rs as important as keeping the student informed.
a

"f was impacted by his decision on what he (father) thought about both colleges, but
my mom was like, 'Wherever you end up, it's going to be fine.'... It was an
influence, and I did value his opinion."

t

"For my grandparents, it was definitely financial." (Grandparents are her guardians.)

I

"Coming in to here, my parents are not very supportive of a theatre major...
initiatly - mostly to appease them - I was douhle majoring in communication
and theatre arts, but in order to do that, I would have had to be here at least
another semester, if not a year... Up until last year."

$o

INTERVIEWER: WHAT MADE YOU CHANGE YOUR MAJO& THEN?
Student: "I just decided that I needed to take the risk, and I wanted to get that sort of
education."
a

"I

started on the Internet by typing in... private colleges... and art education. This
catne up, and Macalester came up. I told my dad, 'H.y, these are the ones I'm
interested in.' I was sitting in the cafeteria the next day at high school, and my dad
came into the cafeteria... he's like, "OK, Augsburg has scholarships that you can get,
but today is the last day. They're due." He's like, "You're going to go to the guidance
office, you're going to skip your afternoon classes, and you're going to fill out all
these forms.". .. It was just by coincidence that my dad happened to call that

morning."
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COMMENTS ON TE,ACHER INFLUENCE
Teachers also hold a great arnount of influence on students' college decisions,
particularly teachers whom the students respect and admire.
a

I

a

"I remember it was February... and Mr. Powell, my theatre guy, was like '(Name),
where are you going to school next year? You have to go to college!' and I was like,
'I don't know!' and he's like, 'fName), go home this weekend, and get some
applications from that office, and you apply for school this weekend!"'

"I remember talking to (Ert Hermedung) about, 'I want to go there,' and he was like,
'ooh, that's great!" and was pumping his fist. He was our speech coach and also our
theatre director. He was one of my recommendations for the PAS. . . He would talk
about it in speech class, 'Check out Augsburg."'
"My choir director had gone to Augsburg College, and he always talked about how
awesome the Augsburg Choir was, and so I was like, 'I want to sing in that someday.'
He had the old tapes and records, so he'd play songs that we were singing that they
sang." (Dennis Alfbeby)

ON AUGSBM
The Augsburg Seminar,

or "AugSem," is il component of Augsburg's orientation

progrom for first year students. Students are asstgned to a small group of students based
on their proposed academtc major or dtn academic interest area. The theatre-based
AugSem group meets one hour aweekfor thefirst sixweeks of thefall semester and
introduces the students to various aspects of the Augsburg community in addition to
exploring theatre-related opportunities off campus and in the neighborhood.
a

o'I

was very nervous about coming to college... but I've made some great friends
here, and I really like how in the dorms they do that, like, you're paired with people
with the same interest of you, like, everyone that was in my AugSem are my best
friends."

a

"The theatre AugSem was great, because it builds community right away."

a

"I

have some problems with the AugSem, because right now I want to take a design
class for my art major, but I can't get into it because it's just AugSem. In my
AugSem there were a couple ofjuniors and seniors, which was great.. . so I don't
believe in keeping the AugSem separate. . . I know some kids need that, but they do
have separate AugSem meetings that go on... Theatre people naturally like to stick
together, and we did that... Even if next fall there's still spaces, I can't get into it
because it's an AugSem."
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ON CHOOSING A THEATRE MAJOR
Now that I have established the sorts offactors influencing these theatre students to
choose Augsburg, tt is impartant to constder which af them ultimately choose a theatre
maior, because ultimately, this is why the theatre department is recruiting them.
Getttng cast in a show or being influenced by afaculty member are the most common
ways that students originally majoring in other areas got "recraited" into becoming
theatre maiors. For some, it was having the rationale put before them of why the theatre
maiorwas dvalid maior. For others, they just "cantght the bug." Some students actually
clatmed that they would not have chosen to major in theatre f they would have chosen to
attend a college other than Augsburg. Therefore, the strength of the progrilm itself draws
majors in.
a

"I was planning on vocal performance, and then I looked at theatre, and I said, I don't
know - I just want to be in the theafre AugSem. It sounds like more fun, ya know?
And getting into it, I just kept kind of going the theatre route, and then I decided to be
a theatre major."

a

"I was a singer, and then I started doing theatre in high school... and then I took the
theatre AugSem, on a whim - I wasn't going to and that's how I sort of got into the
Intro to Theatre AugSem and kind of had that group of theahe friends and auditioned
for the shows. It just kind of happened.
"I took that Inko to Theatre b/c I was int. in theatre, but I never actually thought I
would pursue a theatre major. I NEVER did... I finally came to the conclusion that it

would be a good, well-rounded major to get.

"I talked to Darcey in probably November, 'cuz my mom was giving me a really hard
time about why I did choose theatre as a major...She thinks they're really liberal and
ctary and stuff... She's confident in me, but she just wanted me to have something a
little more financially stable, and so I have the International Business major too, to
kind of balance it out."
o

In high school, one student was thinking of secondary English education.

INTERVIEWER: WHEN DID YOU ADD THEATRE?
Student: "Fall of my freshman year of college I was cast in a show, and I just
loved it."
INTERVIEWER: DO YOU THINK IT WAS THE ACTUAL F.ACULTY THAT
HAD AN INFLUENCE ON YOU TO BECOME A THEATRE MAJOR, OR
WAS IT MORE THAT THE SUBJECT JUST 'CLICKED'?
Student: "The faculty, actually. I think did, because when I first went to Darcey, I
told her I was considering being a theatre major, and my mom didn't want to me,
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I had a long talk with Darcey for about an hour, and she was like, 'If you need
me to call up your mother and talk with her,' and I'm like, 'No, I'I be fine. I'I try
to give her the schpiel you gave me.' Just about how practical it is to be a theatre
major. She really helped me out through that. Just to make sure it was a good
choice and it was okay to be a theatre rnajor."
and

a

In asking one student about deciding between Bethel and Augsburg, mentioned:
"I just went to one about two months ago, and it was horrible. On the Verge. I am
sure I wouldn't be a theatre major had I not come to Augsburg. 'Cause if I would
have ended up at Bethel, I think I would have been embarrassed to be in theatre.
Not to be mean or anything, but it was just really bad."

a

One student originally wanted to be an art education major.

Student: "That's how I found Augsburg acfually, on the Internet. I typed that into
Yahoo or whatever. So I came here and I knew that I wanted to be involved in
theatre, though, so I stuck with it, and I ended up loving it when I got here, so I
switched.

"I did theater all through high school,

and I just knew that

it was something that I
was passionate about and enjoyed doing, but I didn't know if I wanted to make a
career out of it in any w&y, in any form, so I kind of stayed away from it when I
was looking for colleges. I got here, and it swept me up."
INTERVIEWER: WHEN DID YOU CHANGE YOI.IR MIND ABOUT BEING
AN ART EDUCATION MAJOR?
Student: "Right when I got here... It was "Macbeth," I think, and being involved
with everyone else and seeing all the upperclassmen - what they were doing-- and
about past shows, and just the involvernent that everyone had around the program
just really encouraged me. And then I realized, this is honestly what I want to do
with my life. Why am I majoring in art education?"

"If I had met [Kristin Anderson] right awzy,I probably would have... stuck with
an art history major.
classes are fun."
a

I think she's just a really

great professor, a nice lady, and her

Another student planned to major in computer science and minor in theatre, but
switched to rnajor in theatre and minor in cs after getting involved in the productions.

"This is the school for me. I don't think I'd be as happy at other schools. It's the best
for me, because it created an environment where it didn't make my decision for me,
but it gave me... I don't know that I would have been able to realize that computer
science wasn't for me at DePaul. I think I would have stayed a cs major and been
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unhappy about
theatre.'. . .

it...I don't think I would

have thought, 'Oh, maybe I should be in

"I have met some very, very good faculty who have changed my life.,,
a

Another student offired an explanation for why the department may lose some
prospective theatre maj ors.

"I know a bunch of people that come in saying that they're going to be a theatre arts
major, and then because they don't make it into any of the mainstage shows their
freshmen year, drop that major. And that's too bad... If there were more other
workshops and lab experimental type things going on... I know that's something that
they're working on."
STUDENT RECOMMENDATIONS

At the end of the interview, subjects were asked to offer their own suggestions of how
Augsburg could recruit a higher quantity and quality of theatre students. The most
commonly sited comments dealt with increased visibility of the college tn general, of the
theatre department's quality, and of our urban locatton. The importance of relationship
building was also stressed in a few intervtews.
Related to Visibility:
a

"Get the name [of Augsburg] out there up in (state). For people who can't visit...
Have a web site with a lot of photos."

o

"Have equal amounts of pages and ptctures for each department... There's been one
picture, I thinh of the theatre... and I remember it not being very big. And have
comments from students in each section."

a

"Change the brochures. Make it more classic-.. It seemed like Augsburg was a
community college. I hate the 'A'. I understand that it has a cross in it and everything,
but I want to go to a school that sort of, even though it was heading to the future, had
the basics of a classic education... I was totally swayed by appearances. The only
reason I wanted to go to the University of Pudget Sound was that their flyer was so
good. It had all these beautiful pictures of the campus.... I want to see what Augsburg
looks like - and good pictures, not sillypictures.' Show Old Main, Memorial, etc.
The people in the brochures tend to be older and doubfy... They just don't seem like
they're'with it'.". I don't thinkyou should have any faces in the brochure. I think it
should be silhouettes of people or the backs of people walking. I also think you
should have more pictures of the winter. . . I want to see what Augsburg looks like
when I am looking through a brochure."

ill

t

"Have a traveling recmiter go from school to school in the Southwest.., Not everyone
likes the warmth... It didn't appeal to me at all. I am sure there are more people like
me who don't mind the cold, particularly in places of high elevation. Like New
Mexico would be a good place to recruit, the south west corner of Texas would be a
great place to recruit, because there are a lot of Lutherans down there. . . Of course,
I'd say the high schools in L.A."

Related to Location:
a

Take advantage of the surroundings of the cify.

I

Have more department-affiliated internships. (I made the steps to contact the
Children's Theatre.)

t

"[Have] equal sections in the brochure... things to do in the city, arts in the city,
opportunities in the city about internships of all kinds."

a

"You need to represent the fact that Augsburg lives in a highly cultural area. That
there's a huge art community in Minneapolis and while that's said, there are no
pictures flin the literature]."

^

Related to Relutioruship-building :
a

Match overnight hosts with guests by interest area when possible.

a

Important to get student's perspective, so the phone thing is huge. It's beneficial for
prospective students to talk to curent students and see them in action.

a

A knowledgeable admissions staff that is ahle to answer all of students' questions
and knows what's going on around campus, all the programs offered. "The
knowledge is very comforting to prospective students, and I think the personal
contact is a big thing. You did everything pretty well in my opinion."

I

"Talk to directors. The thing is, in high school, there's not really theatre
departments... In my high school, she was also an English teacher. Talk to speech
coaches, and have us - the students - and the professors come in and do workshops.
The problem is the lack of time! Invite patrons to send invitations to our shows to get
the word out about Augsburg, about the theatre department."

Other Comments:
a

Make classes more of a focus.

a

"Don't come down to us - make us come up to you."

tt2

a

"Emphasize professors who do really good things, and alumni from Augsburg, in
areas, not simply the guy who won the Nobel Prize. Like, for example, Luverne
Seifert.. . put him in there! I also feel like Augsburg emphasizes so much the left side
versus the right side of the brain... The arts are 'in the basement."'

ALL

a

"For music and theatre, this school is a hidden jewel. The quality is so high!"

a

"Push students to see the department in action

- at a show."

INDIVIDUAL CONVERSATION THREADS OF INTEREST
In thefollowing excerpt, a biology major reveals the infiuence that theatre had in her
decision to attend Augsburg.

INTERVIEWER: WHAT WAS YOUR TOP REASON FOR CHOOSING
AUGSBIIRG?
Student: "Initially, I thought it would be because I was informed that they had a really
great biology program and they were looking into all of these new ideas for a new science
building and all that and I thought, 'Okay, I'm going to he a biology major, and if they've
got a great program, maybe other schools know about that, and when I go to grad school,
that little Augsburg titte on my application might be enough to push me over above
somebody else if they think a private school is something that is more desirable."'

INTERVIEWER: WHO INFORMED YOU OF.OUR.REALLY GREAT, BIOLOGY
PROGRAM?

Student: (whisper) "I don't know. . . ([ouder) I wonder if Darcey told my Dad! I
remember my dad telling me 'I think they've got a really great biology program,' and I
wonder if he heard it from her. I'm not positive, but that's where I assume it was... I may
have just seen something on the Web site? I don't know!"

INTERVIEWER: WERE YOU EVER CONTACTED BY THE SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT?
Sfudent: "f was not."
(Later in the conversation)

INTERVIEWER: WHAT IF YOU HAD MR. ME,TCALF AS A TEACHE& AND HE
WAS LIKE, "YAY, AUGSBURG, YAY AUGSBIJRG," BUT THERE WAS NO
DRAMA DAY, AND YOU NEVER CAME TO THE PLAY, AND YOU NEVER MET
DARCEY ENGEN?
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-'I
Student: probably wouldn't have chosen Augsburg. Probably not. I think Darcey
really was the clincher, because I remember seeing her face, and she was so, ya know,
just excited about, 'Oh, you're [name]. It's so great to meet you,' and when I came for
the scholarship, she was very welcoming, and I think, just made me feel comfortable."

Comments on Competition within the Theatre Department
Sfudent: "Even as a freshman you can have roles in the shows, and I know that wouldn't
have happened at Mankato or the U. That's what I was really looking for-to be able to
have experience al[ the way through and not have to sit out and watch for the first couple
years, and I think they're making it more and more possible now, which is great... I've
had a chance to do everything."
On not making the plays (freshman female): "I realize... my competition was fierce.
There are some v€ry, very good people in the theatre dept, and as a freshman, it was a
little bothersome, coming from a little high school where there wasn't a big theatre
department, to here, but I got over it, I guess. It was a hlessing in disguise because I got
to do some other stuff, like I never would have done costumes before... Next year I want
to do lights."
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Appendix E

APPLICATIONS BEYOND THEATRE
The Theatre Arts Department serves as a model for other college departments to

follow in growing their programs. The key recommendations can be drawn from what

has

already proven effective for the theatre department along with the new recommendations

that surfaced through this research.
The theatre recruitment model attracts students heading into all sorts of majors.
The personal contact and special attention from a faculty member while on campus san

significantly affect a student's experience on campus and thus their perception of the
quality of education at Augsburg.
First, it is essential that the current students and faculty are comfortable speaking
about the strengths of the department and of the College to peers and communities
beyond the campus. Second, a faculty member should be designated (and compensated)

to serve

as the contact person

for the departmen! providing in-depth tours of special

facilities and building relationships with prospective students. Next, visually engaging
publications should be developed. Lastly, there needs to be outreach to the local

community's and alumni teachers' high schools or corlmunity colleges, so that there are
opportunities for their students to get onto Augsburg's campus and vice versa.

Recommendations for other departments:
Based on my findings as

well

as the literature review, the

following general

recommendations may be applied by any academic department to generate interest and
increase sfudent recruitment in their area.

1. Again, word of mouth is the best publicity. Train current students how to speak about
the program so that they can be great advocates with their peers and communities away
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from Augsburg. Give them publications to hand out to prospective students they may
come into contact with. Train student ambassadors to incorporate success stories into
their tour of the department.

2. As the theatre

department has done, put aside or request funding and FTE to designate
a faculty recruiter (i.e. the sciences department). This person would be the contact
person for the Admissions Office to provide specialized facilities tours not available to
the student ambassadors (i.e. coral reef aquarium, virtual reality lab, etc.) and to meet
one-on-one with students visiting campus. Additionally, this person would be responsihle
for phoning and emailing accepted students (if research proves this group of students
finds this to be an important factor in their decision-making process) and encouraging
participation in science-related open houses, etc.

3. In collaboration with the Office of Marketing

and Communications and Admissions,
develop specialized publications to target these audiences. This could include a post
card campaign highlighting people and projects in the department and a poster for high
school and community college bulletin boards. Make these publications available to
current students and faculty to have on hand at opportune moments.

4. Develop a network with local high school and community college departments
through alumni and professional connections. Bring current students into local
classrooms to speak about their research and their Augsburg experience in general.

5. Develop a program to bring local classrooms onto the Augsburg campus for special
department-related events (i.e. convocations, research fairs, etc.).
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